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Executive Board and 0«eera of the Ladie*' Garment Workers' Vnlou of Seattle, Wash., focal No. 28.—John A. Drebe, 
Ab. Rosenberg and Merer KoKenberg in centre of necond row. 
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My Tour in Europe* 
By JOHN A. DYCHE 
i l l ) ITALIAN AJ*D S P A N I S H TA1LORK. 
I am told that in the "Freue Arbeiter 
Stimme" and other revolutionary papers,.pub-
lished In this country, there appeared glowing 
account* of what tho revolutionary am! njndi-
ealiat unions In Spain and Italy have accom-
plished, the great progress they have made. 
by means of ' ' direct action'' and ' ' sabotage.'' 
If those reporta are true, then this wonderful 
progress must have taken plac* in industries 
outaide of tho tailoring trade. 
Oa Friday afternoon, July 20th, after tho 
question of the Russian immigrants was o>-
powd of, the question of organizing the Italian 
and Spanish tailors was discussed at sonic 
length. Dumas, the delegate of the French 
tailors, complained of the immigration of Ital-
ians to Paris and of Spanish tailors to the 
South of
 ;Francc. The majority of them, he 
said, wore1 not nt all acquainted with and had 
heard nothing of the trade union movement 
Prom the dlscdaHon it appeared that there 
was no trace of Unionism among the tailor* 
in Spain and injtaly. Venice
 3 „ d Borne seemed 
to bo tho only places having a group of or-
ganised tatters. It was finally agreed to'do. 
vote 1,000 marks for the purpose of sending 
an organiser to Italy to preach the gospel of 
Unionism among the tailors of that country, 
*a that when they migrate to France or Amor-
ica the work of unionising tbem should, not be 
so difficult. With this the Friday aftarnw.ii 
session closed. 
DKIMTK ON JIOKBIVOBK. 
Before leaving, Poluao, tho interpreter, told 
I Th i s series of article* wn. bes;ua in October, 
. 
ine that Saturday morning tho session would -
open with a speech by tho chairman of the 
Austrian tailors. Brother BrhUkn, a member of 
the Austrian Parliament, on ' the question of 
^"homework . " l ie Informed mo that he had 
f seen tho typewritten text and that as fas as 
' ho had been ablo to judge, it was a very in-
teresting address. I t so liappcned, however, 
that I had to go to tho bank that morning 
to get cash. The banks in Vienna opon at 
8 a. m., and since the lecture was scheduled 
for 0, I thought I would be able to gut back 
on timo for i t " But when I handed my order 
to tho bank clerk, instead of giving me the 
money, he asked me to be seats* and handed 
me wn» journals to read. I was ln*dospa!r. 
I was about two miles away bom the conven-
tion hall and it appeared that I would not get 
there in time to hear the address. After wait-
ing a good while, the clerk handed mo a piece 
of'paper to sign, and when I asked for the 
money ho told me to be patient. As I became 
very restless, the clork, who noticed my nervous-
rises, said; " I see you are very Impatient, but 
i t cannot bo helped. The matter must go 
through a few hands before yon can get tho 
cash. Finally a slip W paper was handed 
me with No. .16 on it and 1 was told to go to 
a certain department for the money and wait 
my turn. Well, it is needless to say that I . 
arrived a t tfce-aonvention ball lo time to hear 
Brother Smitka sum up his address. Prom 
this I gathered that besides the necessity of 
organizing tho homoworkers in a union, ho 
dwelt on the great importance of political ac-
tion for the passing of laws restricting "home-
work," providing for the sanitation of the 
\. o c \ * V
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._ where the work fa made u d eetaUfahiag 
a ssinimum wags for such worker*) 
The* Brothers Sabbath and Stahmer fol 
tend. Both of than disagreed with Sraitha, 
ana dwelt oa the futility of political or legfa 
lative action for too purpoas of iaaprovlRf the 
condition of the tailors or eoabetisg «vik 
of "bnwework.'* Stuhroer said that outside 
of the Workmen'* Compensation Law and th* 
Insurance Laws which Germany considers a* 
the b**t in Europe, tho factory laws of hU 
coonlry woro behind thoao of every civilized 
country. Sabbath went even further. Ha spoke 
against political action as a means of improv-
iac the conditions of tho journeymen tailor*. 
Tho German politician will promise yon every-
thing nbeo be teeks your franchise, but ax 
BOOB a* ho gets Into power ho always find-
vot-r food reasons for not keeping his prom 
i n . And who* be waata to aeeare re-cieetioii 
he finds equalW- good reasons why he is sure 
that next time ho will do better. There *•*•» 
only one way, coneladod Sabbath, bow to abol 
Uh the evil of homework, or to better the condi-
tie** of the tailors, and that was by Unionism 
and organisation. Politics had proved to be 
a dead failure in Germany an far as their trade 
was concerned. Their factories and their borne* 
war* overt rowded and the conditions unhealthy 
sad oaaaaHary, He was convinced fross part 
experience that i t will always rosaatn so, antil 
the people will realise that only through or 
gaafaatioa can they combat this aril. Puma* 
also ipoka OR the question of homework, and it 
w u lntcr**ting to learn that Faquir* and other 
hug* ftraaa, tho creator, of sty!**, hare Choir 
^whTpUi T^TJ^^T0 
la tho iaetorr-
I spoke the last on this proposition in Ger-
I U D , and my speech, as the French newspapers • 
aftarwarde asjmted, ***de the strong** lav 
a r s s W a p e the (^ogreaa. 
H**i»« bee**** aocwafsMi to their method 
a t raadoRa, 1 abn took the op 
of speaking in the Buropeaa style, 
not eoaQnlng ruysolf to any particular sab 
jaet. 1 gave them an outline of our Inter 
RRstfassal Ussea aed a short history of 1U 
growth. I told them that in sp i t*of ta* aft-
• a S t - a . — J — * ^ S — - . t ^ * ( V . — . _ _ ( I . - . . . , l . . . — 
hawse and hoeaework carried oa la 
country for eror a century—despite the 
senaOR* from the pulpit against it, tho work 
of tho settlement workers and the agitation 
of the reformer, there had been more "home 
work" In the city of New York In the period 
immediately preceding July 7th, 1910, the date 
of-our call lug the General Strike, than ever be-
fore. Not only would every tailor take with 
him a bondl* of work to hut home, but in many 
instance* the operator would have two ma-
chines, one to the factory and one at home. 
When ho. was through In the factory he would 
return to his borne and work in the evenings, and 
also Saturday! and Sundays. Our General Strike 
accomplished more tbnn all of the "good poo 
p i e " hare done % tbo~"whoto century in this 
respect " Homework",'» I said, is a danger 
our o*Il end needs radical remedies. I ex-
pressed my doubt, however, as far as the Ger 
man and tho Continental Ujj&jn* were con-
cerned, with their multifarious-forms of bene-
fits, their slow methods, and their scientific 
speculations—whether they could deal effec-
tively with each a groat evil. Drastic rero-
onary measures were necessary to abolish 
short of a General Strike can do i t 
yon Germans tell u s , " I said, " t h a t you 
have tried the means of a Genernl Strike and 
failed, there fa no reason why it should not be 
cried again. We abn had general strikes that 
had been failures. As to political action," I 
said, "you Germans claim that your despotic 
and undemocratic form of government make* 
it impossible to carry out legislation for the 
benefit of tho work***, W* in America have 
the most democratic legislation in the world, 
bat legislation affecting onr trade has been 
just as futile as in Germany and Austria. Only 
i v direct action hav«. we been successful end 
if you will try effectively to do this in Europe, 
I s * inelinod to believe that yon will get good 
jesalta." 
A resolution wa* then proposed, urging the 
necessity of more effective work in organizing 
the hwneworkers. I tow* tho convention that 
i could not vote for it. Of course, I would not 
vole against i t In our organfaation, I mid, 
seeaownrk fa prohibited altogether, I therefor.-
«mld not consistently tote for the improve 
meot of the aottewoiatr*' conditions. 
After I Jwd flafabed uy speech, Delegate 
atargraff, froSn 8wlt*erlnnd, confessed that Un-
American Delegate was a surprise to him an-; 
he admitted that Anwrlcsn Unionism *fcror.f 
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MtcethiBg quite different from what be was 
Ud to believe. All bo knew about the America! 
Unions wan tha t they *ero closed corporation* 
charging prohibitive initiation foes and lad 
by 8amuel (tampers, who was tbo tool of tho 
capitalist*. What he had heard from tbo Amer-
ican IMcga lo , a eoM*rv»tlva t rade nnton 
leader, had convinced him tha t his opinion of 
the American Trade Unions was wrong. 
Ift reply. I aaid I must return the compli-
m e n t Tbo conference was an eye-opener t> 
me. At that convention, where every member 
was either a Socialist or a Bevorationist, I had 
learned thai their method* were so conserva-
tive that I felt irn^e no American Union wooll 
stand for them, 'a moment When the con 
vontion was Q T O I asked Brother Margins" 
how it was tha t bo had such fantastic notion* 
of the American Trade Unions. l i e sa id: " I 
occasionally read the Now York 'Volksxe:-
t ung , ' and very often wo have translations in 
our papers of article* from the New Yor* 
' C a l l ' on the American Trade Union move-
m e n t * ' So that our readers can BOO what kind 
of information these newspapers give and how 
they misrepresent the movement. 
TUB COXGBKRft AtWOEBNS. 
A few mor* resolutions were passed before 
tbo convention adjourned. One was tha t the 
per capi ta should bo increased from one fifth 
to two-fifths of H cent pe t year. 1 advocated 
a wholo cent per number, for I thought that 
if the Secretariat i s to be useful a t all i t mutt 
have means to exist and do it* work. One fifth 
of a cent, l i thought , was a joke. 
There wns :i scrap as to the languages tho 
fieport of the Secretariat was to bo print*:! 
in. The Hermans contended tha t German nn ! 
Knglish would' be enough, for there were so 
few Preach workers represented at tho Cot-
gresa. I argued tha t since those three lan-
guage* were known to bo international lar.-
8 " n 8 « , French •hould h« Included, for t f tho 
question of languages should be decided upon 
by the number o t n w m b e r * represented a t thfe 
Congress, the Report should also be printed fn 
Yiddish, for there were more Yiddish•Fpcakiii? 
workpeople represented a t tho convention than 
any other nationality. I t wa* finally agree* 
have the transactions of the Secretariat pnl-
' in three languages. 
Another resolution was adopted to the onVt 
that the interchange of cards and honoring of 
transfers should be extended only to organiza-
tions affiliated with tho Secre tar ia t 
As to tho composition of tho Secretariat i t 
was decided tha t instead of -Brother Stnhmer 
being the only recognised official, two more 
nifmli'rn xhould bo ndded, nnotol* Hrolher" 
Sabbath and Tulfs. At this the Chairman pro-
posed that the selection of tho two other mem-
bers should bo left to the General .Executive 
Board of the German Tai lors 'Union. T objected 
to such proceedings, for I did not care to have 
people a c t a^^fficers of the Secretar ia t whom 
no one at tho convention, outside of the few 
German officials, knew. I argued that while 
I had no reason to distrust any of tbo gentle-
men they had in mind, still, although 1 did not 
come from Missouri, I wanted to see the peo-
ple who were to be entrusted! with authority 
fore I voto for them. 
Denmark was selected as tho next country for 
' the convention in 1910, and the Congress ad-
' journed. 
Sunday was a fearful day in Vienna. I t 
was very disaffrceablc and 1 was compelled to 
spend the day Indoors, addressing cards and 
pictures of the convention to my fHonda in 
America. By tho way, these people had made 
no arrangements whatsoever for taking a photo-
graph of the convent mil. bul I told tho boys 
tha t Wore I to return to America without n 
photograph of the convention, no one would 
believe there had been a convention a t all, and-
thee might think the whole thing a story. 1 
had .some difficulty in getting them together 
for i photograph, for thoy were not actus 4 
tomcG to having Iheir conventions photo 
graphed, 
IfKMOCRACV IIKRK AM> ABROAD. 
I quite realize tlmt one cannot measure the 
achievement* of the Trade Union Movement in 
Continental Europe by American s tandards 
KuropKnn countries are " priori;> '"• IIIUM"! 
camps. Wherever you go you see regiment* 
o ' solaicr* marching, marching to and fro 
A great portion it tho wealth produced in 
those countries goes towards keeping up armies, 
Lbuilding forta and men-of-war. Tho worker* 
of thotc nations arc burdened by tradition* 
and ancient customs. I t is impossible for them 
to have the form of democracy to which wc 
are accustomed here in this country. The 
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OftMt Unions an> making alow progress be-
can— the Q*i !••»« are kiowi far their eantfeot 
uv) slow metbads of doing business. Bed tape, 
formality and officialdom ia part Of the very 
Ufa of the German nation. Even when a Ger-
man become* a Sooialiat and a Trade Unionist, 
he is still a Gcrtona, and a change of political 
faith of tbo Gwmsn perron cannot change his 
paytboJofT. 
It was a great nrrolution that gar* birth 
to the American nation. It was originally 
csmpoeed of pioneere who had to fight with 
nature to make it habitable, but they-did not 
hare to fight with traditions, castes and clan**. 
The Americana by nataro are aggressive and 
therefore the American people are tempera-
mentally revolutionist*. It is natural, that tbo 
labor movement in this country should be more 
aggraaaive aad more go-ahead than ia Europe. 
I only find fault with aoias of our Socialist 
friends who put up the German Union* as a 
model of progreedTinB and fiad fault with 
our Trade Uniom for their conservation. They 
do so, fimply because they know nothing of 
the European Trade Union Movement. Before 
•»» of these gwnteuea begin to compare the 
progrsnslviini of the European Socialist Trade 
Unions and the ewcrralieni of the " P a n and 
Simple" Aaerftaji Unionism, w» should tell 
then to please go to Germany and study the 
^-methods of the Unions there, 
INCIDENTS IS ITAI-T. 
During the convention the French and Eng-
lish delegates invited me to leetnre before 
their members ea the work of ear International 
tiues. I accepted the invitation.. The first lec-
tor* was arranged for Monday, July E9th, to be 
detivaeed to the Jewish immigrant taitorn ia 
I^ aria. Brother Flyue, of tb« Amalgamated So-
*raty o* Tailors, mid me that be would Wra a 
large ball if I weald torture to the Yiddisb-
-aenking talk** •hoM the work ef ear Interna 
tiaeeJ Unioa and ear Protocol. 
I had before me a whole week.* At first I 
intended to go to Berlin to took into tbo easdV 
ticae of the ladies' garment indattry, hot einee 
the German delegate* to the convention told 
i: that they would sot be there for two weeks 
that U-rir General Executive Board wm 
; a meeting to Frankfort, I derided to 
Berlin a l e - ami mote wertward. I 
where one could heap warm was Italy; and 
as T wantad to ram the-cold I had contracted 
in Vienna, I deelded to go to Italy on my way 
to Paris, which meant * 12.00 extra. 
So on Monday night, the 21sfcjof July, I 
took the train fbr Venice and«rrlved there 
in the morning. For the first time daring my 
stay in Europe did I encounter eunnhine and 
warmth. I visited many places of interest with 
the assistance of a guide, including the wonder-
faljart treasures of St. Mark's, the Dodge 
I'alt-tee. I "pMtt Ike) aighi 09 tat |N*N Da 
San Marco, on which about 100,000 people 
were congregated, most of whom were foreign-
ers and about one-half of them creaking Eng-
lish. X listened to an orchestra of 150 Instru-
ments and later in the evening watched the 
wonderful effect of the moonlight on the Grand 
C&naZ. 
At eight o'clock In the morniag I took a 
train for Milan, where I arrived at mid-day 
and visited the celebrated Milan Cathedral, 
the Cathedral of 2,800 statues. Those Italians 
are curious people. I was looking for the of-
fice of the North German Lloyd Shipping 
Agvney. In rwetve a berth for my homeward 
journey, situated at the Galleris de Vittore 
Emanuel and could not locate it. It Is a huge 
arcade, in the form of a eroas, covered with 
glass and having stores and cafes on both side-. 
r tried to make myself understool to the first 
person I encountered, with ray stock of half a 
dofcn French words. The gentleman who read-
ily consented to be my guide, abo experienced 
Mune difficulty In finding the place. 
After a good deal of trouble.be finally to 
rated the office. We arrived there about ten 
minutes after one p. m., but were informed 
that it was dinner hour, dnriug which time the 
offices in Italy are closed. The Italian who 
accompanied me bowed and thanked me. profuse 
lv for having wasted half an'hotr of his time 
and giving him a chance to show me the place 
I weat to a restaurant for lonth and it wa-
very interesting to watch the landlady In on 
<«ited diaeeaston with two geaMemoo, one at 
moat a youngster and the other quia an elderly 
man. Of coarse, I could not understand Ittl 
ian, but 1 knew the subject of their eouvers* 
tion had reference, to the decline of the pop" 
lation ia France and the poverty in Italy. On. 
wewM inagtoe that a . see could get excited 
over a subjmH af that kind, but the trio kept 
• 
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up an animated discussion, and at times I 
thought the ; would come to blow*. This ood-
les* dUcuaalon in which 1 found them engaged 
when I entered still continued when I left, only 
tho personnel changed. 
While slowly walking up the tower of the 
Milan Cathedral, I noticed someone walking in 
front of mo. When I reached his side I asked 
him whether be could speak Rnglisb, for 2 was 
getting so lonesome with no one to talk to. 
" I d o , " he answered, t naked him whoro ho 
came from, and bis reply was: " T h e United 
States." 
"Bo do I , " I Mid. 
"What part of the United States, may I 
a r t ! " 
"New York." 
" S o do I . " 
"What part of New Y o r k t " 
"The Bronx." * 
" S o ao L " 
I t turned oat that ho wa* a member of,the 
German Typographical Union and that he lived 
within a few blocks from my home. Ho was 
well acquainted with tho movement on the 
East Side and elsewhere. 
A similar curious Incident occurred to mo 
in Paris on Sunday, July 24th, oa the top of 
Eiffel Tower. I wns watchhg an aeroplane 
in tho elouds and looking nround mo I noticed 
u Now York friend of mine, whom I missed 
for the but three years and could not locate. 
/ ' n o w do you do, Harry f" I asked. "How 
/ a r e you?" ho said. " I suppose, your telepathic 
J soul told you that you wonld meet mo on top 
of this tower." 
Tbo ooxt fm dajs I epuut hi Lucurno, where 
my relative-, who live in Paris, were stopping 
for a vacation. The weather was disagreeable 
all along. On.Saturday, the 2Ttb, it was rather 
pleasant. Wo went around and viewed the 
wonderful hotels nnd fa«hioutole ladle* prom-
enading and admiring the beauty of the Alp*. 
To<toofe*s, 1 felt out of my e'eraent and rather 
uncomforlablo there. I then realised what a 
misfortune it wonld bo if I should suddenly 
corao into poscession of lots of money and per-
haps having to spend ray time promenading 
fashionable watering places. It wns a sort 
of a relief to get back to Paris and plunge into 
tbo " if ovcnient. *' 
(To bo continnodv) 
Collective Agreements in th^ United 
Kingdom—their Form, Scope and Working 
by S i d n e y W e b b . L. L. & J 
(Anthor of "Industrial Pemocrocy," "History of Trade Unionism." Etc 
am! W i l l i a m M e l l o r , B . A . 
I Series of Twettt Article* for the '•LADIES' GARMENT WOUKER." 
Copyright by Sidney Wobb and William Mellor. 
<IMr-.UcU.ry AMicU-l 
We'propose in this series of articles 
—which we gladly contribute to so en-
terprising a Trade Union organ as tho 
"Ladies ' Garment Worker "—to de-
scribe both the form and the substance, 
and also the actual working, of Collec-
tive Agreements between employers and 
employees in the United Kingdom. 
These Collective Agreements now ex-
isting in every industry, framed in near-
ly all cases by tbo Employers' Associa-
tion and tho Trade Union meeting on 
terms of equality,, have not been 
achioved without a struggle, h u t tho 
struggle is now, for the most part, over. 
The principle of collective bargaining 
may be said now to havowon almost 
universal acceptance in the United 
Kingdom. Here and there, i t is true, 
the struggle for "recognition" still lin-
gers on, but in almost all the great in-
i 
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diistrics the employers and the Trade would be supplied, JnuVhad to be gained 
Union officials meet to discuss differ- by repeated "wars ," To take but one 
enect relating to Hours, Wages, Condi- ^fxample: The Railway Trade. Unions 
lions of Labor, and even other ques-
tions involving alteration in the very 
Management of the enterprise. 
What is it that has compelled the Em-
ployers to "recognize" the Trade 
Unions, and consent to what they call 
'-an outside body" coming between 
them and their "Hands" ! This lias Come 
about by the collective agreements be-
tween organized Labor and organised 
Capital being on the whole honored by 
those who are parties to them Such 
agreements mean that* production goes 
on more smoothly than before; and em-
ployer and employed, for the sake of 
what is conceived as their common in-
terest, adopt a policy of mutual con-
sideration or compromise which at least 
makes life more bearable for both. 
Bat, besides tfu> willingness to «p. 
preciat* a different^ nnt of view, which 
is the apotheosis of Common Sense, 
tWr* lit* at the back of every agree-
ment a sense of fear: the employers 
"fear*' the strike, the employees the 
. ' lock-out" Every agreement, every 
arbitration award, every compact be-
tween . worker nnd- master is but an 
armed truce in a struggle which, in the 
nature of things can never cud so long 
*A the realatiouship exists. As soon as 
Trade Union Organization 'becomes pow-
of the United Klgdom are s t p u s mo-
ment preparing to demand more formal 
and explicit 'recognition," and we .may 
be sure that it will not be conceded with-
out the threat to strike, possibly a strike 
on a l^tge scale. The railway men are 
but renewing tho struggle that has "been 
gone through by the engineers and the 
cotton operatives. 
Once this recognition is gained both 
masters and men are loth to surrender 
it. The more the Employers nnd Em-
ployees organize, the more marked is 
the readiness to outer into binding 
agreements. Indeed, it has been serious-
ly suggested that every agreement en-
tered into between a Trade Union, or 
group of Trade Unions, and an Asso-
ciation of Employers, should be compul-
'Sorily applied by law to the whole of 
the Trade or Industry represented by 
these organizations, whether all employ-
ers anfi employees be included as mem-
bers or not.. Both sides agree that in 
such cases coercion of the Minority is 
justified for the sake of a greater good: 
the avoidance, of constant disputes. 
It has been calculated by the Board 
of Trade Iiabor Deportment that in 1913 
there were in existence in the United 
Kingdom no less than 1,696 agreements, 
directly applying to 2,400,000 work peo-
nrfnl. rmployers are prepared to gr*nt pie, and that, in addition, the effect of 
that •iReeogmiion," without whicji no these agreements was felt by ft large 
Agreement ean last, for any 
length of time. 
Lcokiag back at the history of 
li*b Trade Unionise! we are struck by 
the fact that in entry case the Unions 
hsTe had to win recognition. The right 
I* tedependwit organization, and to bar-
gain as to tin- terms upon which Labor 
number of workers who did nstactually 
come under their scope. > 
Apart from agriculture and domestic 
service (which together account for one-
eighth of the total wage-earning popu-
lation) probably one-half of all the em-
ployed manual workers is* the United 
Kingdom find their wages, ftonrs.or other 
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conditions of employment virtually set-
tled by these Collective Agreements. 
What Subjects, then, are dealt with 
as the result of Collective BargainiugT 
!'«y far the most common type is that 
which determines the Hours and Wages 
of men engaged in suinu particular oc-
cupation or in -some particular industry-
Here the Trade Union attempts to take 
out of the hands of the industrial em-
ployer the control of its members' lives 
as regards the length aud remuneration 
of their labor and to enter into a defi-
nite compact by which the employer will 
be bound. A second type is that which 
akes into account not only hours aud 
wages, but also *he conditions under 
which the work is performed. Here we 
tind such considerations as ventilation, 
sanitation, attention to social amenities, 
and the demand to encroach u|>on 
spheres that formerly belonged abso-
lutely to the employer becoming more 
and more insistent. These two types' 
tend to coalesce, for it becomes increas-
ingly difficult to consider hours and 
wages without taking iuto consideration 
whore and under what condit ions the 
wages are to W earned and the hours 
spent. 
But there is a third type of 
agreement. Here the Trade Union defi-
nitely interferes in the "management" 
of the business, making stipulations as 
to the number of apprentices to be em-
ployed, regulating tho employment of 
non-unionisfs, and in some cases, by 
means of Workshop Committees, ac-
tually controlling tho personnel of the 
factory and the method of production. 
This claim to a virtual "partnership" 
in the enterprise, this demand that the 
workers, organized in their unions, 
should have the right to control the 
"How" of Production, meets with op-
position on the part of the employers. 
To them it represents, not the logical 
and inevitable outcome of Industrial Or-
ganization but an essentially new depar-
ture, bound to lead to strife, ami calcu-
lated to destroy what they call "reason-
jablo" Trade Unionism. Only tho future 
'can ssy what will be the result, but we 
have to recognize that this new demand 
is a growing one amongst organized 
labor in England, and unless this fact 
is grasped many things must remajn. in-
explicable to us. 
The purpose of these articles, how-
ever, is not to forecast the future of 
Labor agreements ond the Labor move-. 
mcnl, but briefly to describe the antual 
working of such agreements in some of 
the pVincipal industries in the United 
Kingdom. We propose, therefore, to 
deal firat with the general question of 
Conciliation and Arbitration, and then 
with existing agreements in (1) the 
Clothing Trades, (2) the Cotton Indus-
fry, (3) Engineering arid Shipbuilding, 
i4) Iron and 8tecl manufacture, (5) 
Mining, (6) Building, (7) Transport 
and finally thc_tvorking of tho Tradu 
Itonrds Act of 1909 in relation to Sweat-
ed Workers. 
We shall seek to give an idea of the 
varions methods employed for preserv-
ing industrial peace, describing whero 
hud why agreements have been broken. 
In our final artiele we shall put for-
ward one or two points of vital import-
ance in the relations of Labor amf Cap-
ital. In this way wo shall nttenipt to 
make clear tho attitude of employers and 
employees towards each other, and ot the 
same time to convince both parlies that 
Collective Bargaining brings with it sub-
stantial advantages to all parlies, and lo 
(he community as a whole. 
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Editorial 
CLASS W.%» 
A»» n m 
Dr. Hourwich, the 
gentleman who at the 
last election ran in the 
twentieth Congressional District on the 
ticket of the Hull Moose Party, the party 
of ffeosevelt, Perkins, Mnnsey and other 
millionaire*, against the Socialist candi-
date. Brother Caas^Iy, the er-President 
of the Typograhpical Union known as 
the "Big Six," attacks and finds fault 
with the International Union. Among 
the crimes which he alleges the Interna-
tional Union has committed, against the 
interest of their constituents, was lit.; 
great eritne of being .untrue to the prin-
ciple of the '• class war.'' This he stated 
in the "Forward" of Friday, December 
12th, to which he devoted almost two 
aetnauH 
We confess that we have not followed 
the literature on the subject of "class 
war." The problem before the officers 
of the International Union has been 
mainly: how to improve tho economic 
conditions of its members; how to enable 
them to sell their labor to their employ-
ers to better advantage. It is for thia 
purpose, and for no other, that they 
have been elected to that office. This 
ia the Only struggle we arc engaged in. 
In advising and guiding our members 
we arc actuated by one motive only: 
will any particular advice or method 
bring any economic improvement to our 
members or not? 
•OCULISTS AND Ontil about ten yi 
TH» c u s s ago, it had been consid-
smcooi*: ^
 b y ^ Q ^ ^ g^ 
cinlista an offense against the principle 
X 
of the "class struggle 
bcr'of thnt Party to enter into an 
of agreement with employers. They 
looked upon such an act as the negation 
of the "class struggle." If you agree 
with your employers, then you do not 
fight with them. Since then, however, 
the trade unionists of Germany who are 
guided and influenced by the Social 
Democratic Party have not only been 
allowed to sign individual agreements 
with their employer*, but even collec-
tive agreements or Protocols have been 
entered into. Certainly those Protocols 
must be. Protocols of Peace and not Pro-
tocols of war. Wo confess, however, 
that when wo entered into an agreement 
or signed a Protocol of Peace with our 
employers we did not stop to consider 
whether it would be in consonance with 
the principles of the Social Democratic 
Party, either in Germany or in this 
country- We hold that when we have 
an agreement with r.n employer we do 
not fight with lrqn, but agree with him. 
If we enter into a Protocol of Peace or 
make an agreement with a body of em-
ployers, wo agree with them. Tho ultra-
socialistic United Brewery Workers of 
America are in agreement with almost 
every important employer on the North 
American Continent and while they 
may believe in the principle of the class 
struggle, they would like to see it ap-
plied to all other industries, to all other 
capitalists, rather then the capitalists in 
the Brewing HHustry. 
We shall be told that the revolution-
ary conception of an agreement with tho 
employer is forcing him to agree to the 
workers' demands, and not giving him 
anything in return, t rue , these were 
the kind of agreements that had been 
signed in the past. But how long did 
they last? Were they not often broken 
1 STATEMENT, 
Dr. Hourwich quoted us 
as saying in our Novem-
ber issue: 
"In thin world of conflicting intoreats there 
cnu only lie t«o kind* of relations: one la war 
to tho knife, for there can bo no moderation 
in war measures; the other is noma measure 
of co-operation between the two con flitting in-
terests, whereby war la avoided and misnnder-
orc the inic oi the employer's -signa-
re was dryT Did these force-agreo-
ments, in the long run improve the con-
ditions of the work people or raise their 
status T Were they instrumental in 
maintaining n strongly organised 
Union T Lot those who clamor for a re-
turn to ola methods answer these que-
ries. Those force agreements were ra-
tjier like an "ill wind that blows no one 
'any good." It is enough to point out 
the chaotic state of our Industry of that 
time to prove of what little real benefit 
t)iey were to the workers of our trade. 
That is* practically what one ought to 
expect from a force-agreement, or a one-
sided arrangement that docs not have 
the consent of both parties to it. 
When we entered into this Protocol 
of Peace with the Cloak, Suit and Skirt 
Manufacturers' Protective Association, 
and into agreements with individual em-
ployers outside of this Association, our 
intention was and still is to live with 
them in peace, and not to carry on war 
agilinst thorn. We are at war only with 
non-union employers. We openly con-
fess we are very anxious to live in peace 
and to have amicable relations with 
every employer who will recognize our 
Union and enter into agreement with 
us. Whatever the conception of the 
"class war" of our members may be, 
in actual practice it • is not directed 
against those employers who are willing 
to have amicably relations with us. 
• 
• 
.•Wading* aie smoothed over and adjusted n 
• friendly 'get-together manner." 
In this, he asserts, we ainned against 
rinciple of the "class straggle," 
the " F o r w a r d " agrees with him. 
Why has not Dr. Honrwich also 
quoted what we said ou another occa-
sion (January, 1911) T 
"Those who talk so nicely about peace bt-
twen capital and labor do not understand, or 
do not want to understand that in thi§ world 
of competition and itrife, the peace whic:i 
run \<e obtained between capital and labor, be-
tween the employer and the workman, in only 
wfceu ihe latter is reduced to the position of 
the Chinese coolie. 
"The condition! of peace between our em 
ptajei** and the Union to which we look, will 
only exist when the men armed with the mean l 
of a powerful organlcatioo wili.be ready a; 
any moment to take up a fight to a nninh fo* 
mir right*. 
" "Frost the Lord and keep your powde-
>try,' ia an old raring. Look to the (Moras*" 
Board to adjust the difficulties with your em-
ployer, bat keep your orgauitation in fighting; 
trim.-' 
From this position we have not IT 
ceded to this day. Our present arrange 
raent—the Protocol—is at best an "a rm 
ed peace," a suspension of " w a r to the 
knife." We chum and believe that we 
caw and do get infinitely mere out of i t 
than from the guerilla warfare of for-
mer times, which was in accord with the 
principle of "class struggle. *• 
Dr. Honrwich tore away from their 
context the linea cited above from out* 
November Issue to suit his own purpose. 
For in that editorials we also said: 
^ "One thing if quite certain. Too cannot 
maintain lie two kind* of relations at the same 
time. Two nations cannot officially suspect, 
insult or throw mud at each other and at the 
same tin* remain friendly and at peace Two 
Ornos canaet e ^ m u doing burtnea*together 
while they distrust and accuse eaeh other of 
bad faith. Neither can a labor union and an 
orgulaad body of employer* negotiate batter 
eoaditiiina or carry on any kind of collective 
bargaining if tboir representatives lack good 
faith or mutual regard for each other." 
In other words: we believe in honor-
ably carrying out our side of the con-
tract and do not believe in quibbling 
about the so-called legal right to pick-
eting when stoppages or strikes have 
been made illegal by mutual agreemt 
* * * 
THE IMI'KRFKC-It is true that the Pro-
TI8XS OF TUB locol which we entered 
rsoTuroi.. j u t o w j t n the Cloak Man-
ufacturers' Protective Association ia not 
perfect and may never be so, because 
no human instrument ever will be per-
fect. I t is true that-we get only "half 
a loaf," but so $ar, wc cannot foresee 
the time when (bur members will get 
everything they want We do not as 
yet know of any member of any .labor 
organisation who is getting, all he ex-
pects or desires from hl&v employer. 
There probably always will be a grea. 
gap between the real and the ideal, no! 
only in the relations of the employer 
the employee, but in cyery other 
relation. 
At preseut we are getting only "half 
a loaf." When the workman will get 
" t h e full fruit of his labor" he will get 
the "whole loaf," but in signing the 
Protocol wc did not expect to usher in 
the Co-operative Commonwealth, and, 
therefore, did not expect more than 
"half a loaf." But wc want this half 
to be as big as the circumstances will 
possibly allow, and as the market in the 
ladies' garment trade will yield and it 
is this we are trying to get for our mem-
bers. I t is true,, our problems are full 
of difficulties, but i t is our business to 
grapple with those difficulties and try 
to. solve them. We know we will not 
improve our conditions and bring mat-




le employers) or denouncing the 
col, or^ -by denouncing the officers of this 
or that organization, or by denouncing 
everybody right and left. 
* * 
The founders of this Re-
UK public fought against 
the British rule with the 
>ject of driving the government of 
George the Third out of this country. 
It was a war of extermination. The 
bourgeoisie of France in the latter part 
of the eighteenth century carried on war 
against the aristocracy, chopped ofT their 
heads and thus exterminated the aristoc-
racy of France. The proletariat of to-
day is carrying on war against the cap-
italists with the object of overthrowing 
them and take tho means of production 
and distribution into their own hands. 
This is. not the immediate object of our 
International Union. We are not car-
rying on war against any employers for 
UARY, IU1 
our Organization if we can demonstrate 
to our employers that the union shop is 
JI better paying proposition than 
M-ab shop. 
We hnrdly believe that there is u sin-
gle manufacturer in our trade who 
maintains friendly relations with our 
Organization, who would continue to do 
M> for one moment, if he became con-
vinced that H pays him better to break 
such relations. Ami NO, in our dealings 
'with our employers, we cannot at all be 
guided by the idea of 'class war.' 
plead guilty on that"propositi 
The curious thing about ^t all is that 
the gentlemen who find fault with us 
for disregarding the principle of class 
war arcane very same people who would 
like to extend the function or arbitra-
tion in every form of dispute between 
our members and their employers, t 
eulargc the number of the present arbi-
trators, and to "have auNmpartial chair-
SE$8sHl 
the purpose of carrying out tho idea oL/ man—methods which practically abolish 
the class struggle, or to drive them out the class war. 
of business. It" is not our object to takt . * * * 
out of the bauds of the present employ-
ers tho production and distribution of 
the Cloak Industry and give it to our 
members or to the State. 
Whenever we carry on war against 
any particular employer or number of 
employers we do not do it for the pur-
pose of .ex.ertninutiug them; nor do we 
want tQ wake their manufacture un-
profitable for them. Just on the con-
trary, we are trying to convince them, 
and fortunately we have succeeded in 
convincing a large number of our em-
ployers, that they can just as well carry 
on their business under union control as 
without it. and that, in fact, it pays 
them better to agree with us, to be at 
peace with our Organization than 
fight us. JaJact. we can only maintain 
NOTAQIIKSTION The International offi-
or. PERSON* cere in opposing Brother 
OB puKCirLK*. uisno
 a i ld Professor 
BUT aotHODft.
 H o i i r w i c h h l l v e u o l d o n c 
so because they disliked their p'erson or 
objected to the principles they were con-
tending for, but because* they objected 
to the method which they pursued in 
trying to achieve what we all desire. 
Those who have watched the work of 
Brother Bisno and who at first were 
his staunchest supporter* soon learned 
to their greatest disappointment that 
Ins methods would lead not to construc-
tion, but destruction. 
The Executive Board of Local Nro. 1, 
in a statement in the/press, asserted that 
it was Brother Bisnb who discovered all 
tbose problems which now confront 
• 
i ^ H 
» 
Manufacturer* Associataon. The writer 
of the " Forward ** editorial of Deccm-
]2th, who knows no more About the 
I than the officers of IJOCAI NO. J, 
and who has not been near the work 
ings of the Protocol, agrees with Ijocal 
No. 1. Those who have been working 
the instrument from its very inception 
WRW much better nwniainted with th<> 
nature of the problems confronting us 
than either Mr. Hisno or Professor 
Jloumich, These gentlemen haw mad<; 
m> new discoveries. 
MR. m*Nos The method pursued by 
V < O M I , I I - \[T J j i s n 0 w a S ) i u short, 
to " forceM concessions from the raanu. 
faeturers. Besides proposing measure* 
of doubtful utility, be started an agita-
tion against the Protocol through tin 
N,w Post" aud began to threaten%nd 
abuse the officers of the Manufacturers' 
Association, in order to compel them to 
concede to his demand*. His great point 
was to make the members "active in the 
shop,'' that is, cause wholesale stoppage* 
and other shop trouble in eoniravenl i n 
of the Protocol Arrangement, l a ordej-
W <io that the "New Post" had to keep 
harping on the imperfections of the 
Protocol aud to find fault and "look for 
trouble" in its administration, thus 
creating needless discontent. In so do-
ing the "New Post" had to overlook and 
minimize nil the benefits the union 
trained through the Protocol. All it did 
was to create discontent, not only with 
the Protocol, hut also with fche Union, 
its officers and its methods. 
Thus the net result of Mr. Bisno'a 
campaign was the weakening of the whole 
organisation. Thi* campaign of abuse 
against the officers of the Manofae-
tu rere* Awnoeiatuni and of ' m a k i n g 
^ 
"active in the shops, 
resulted in n nnnil>er of shop 8 
which made the Protocol unworkabl 
and aroused the ire and disgust of 
other side with the Protocol. Thus, i 
stead of solving the problem he conip 
eated it; instead of improving the 
ehincry of the Protocol, and making it 
more workable and more efficient he 
clngge 1 and brought it almost to a Stan 
still, and the International Officers w 
are reiponsible for the Protocol had 
tell Mr, Risno to get out. There was 
radical diTerence of opinion hctw 
Mr. EVsnonnd the International officers 
;is to &e ways and methods of making 
the machirery of t|ic Protocol workable. 
We arc of tfiVopinion that as long as 
the Protocol exists force is no rem 
we believe that it is a Protocol of P 
and not of "War. I t cannot spell both 
at the same time. Therrtgpnst be either 
peace or war between H e Association 
and the Union. This instrument can 
only live and be useful as long as there 
will be good will and co-oporation on 
ith sides. On the other hand, when-
we should come to the conclusion 
that there can be no oo-operation and 
goo<l will between the parties that mo-
ment the Protocol will be ended. 
AS TO pkor. As to Prof, Hourwich, 
HOtawicB.
 h e understands no trade 
problems at all. Not only is Trade 
Unionism alien to him, but every meth-
od and policy pursued by him is foreign 
to our movement; in other words, he is 
anti-union from beginning to end. His 
advocacy of the right of the workmen 
to picket a shop where there is a stop-
page of work, is a good example of his 
non-union mind and conception of t 
things in general. He looks upon the 




view ofi a Russian revolutionary. Being 
unable nud unwilling to study (lit1 nu-
rture of our trade difficulties at close 
range, he looks upon every controversy 
between the employers and the em-
ployees from a purely abstract; theo-
retical and legal point of view. Being 
a theoretical lawyer, he decides every-
thing on the theory of law. In every 
controversy he cannot see trade diffi-
culties, but with him it is simply a ques-
tion of abstract rights. I t is, therefore, 
natural for him to raise issues. On 
every slight controversy he would have 
the Board of Arbitration sit in session 
from morning until night to hear his ar-
guments on tho abstract rights of the 
employers and employees, and this de-
3p\te the fact that the whole process of 
Courts and Laws does not hold good in 





tor conflict between the employers and 
employees. I t wns the result of a com-
promise. Both sides did not get what 
they were out for. For the first twelve 
months both sides were at sea, and none 
of us knew where it would lead to, and 
what it would result in. The Associa-
tion mistrusted the Union and looked 
with suspicion upon every move the offi-
cers made. They lacked confidence in 
them and were afraid that the people 
with whom they were dealing were ir-
responsible, and that they would even-
tually ruin their business. The officers 
of the Union were in the- same boat. 
They were imbued with the same feel-
ing of •'•mistrust against the Manufac-
turers' Association. Every move made 
by the Association, every proposition 
and overture coming from them was met 
with opposition, the officers of the 
Union thinking that ail u.is a trap by 
The ground of discontent with the / t h " manufacturers and a means of de-
irescnt arrangement of things and dis/^ 
trust of every one connected with it bef 
ing prepared for him by the form of 
'miseducation" carried on by the "New 
Post" through the influflence of Mr. 
Bisno and Dr. Hoffman, Dr. Hourwich 
found it an easy matter to get a part of 
the people into a rage with the Proto-
col and to become the idol of the hour. 
• * • 
RYOLUTIDN or^*It is u very difficult and, 
TUK PROTOCOL
 t o confess, a very com-
plicated problem which both the Union 
and the Association have undertaken— 
Ihe problem of bringing order out of 
the chaos which existed in the cloak 
trade and of regulating the relations be-
tween employers and employees. - At 
first it appeared that this task was im-
possible. The Protocol was conceived 
luring a period of strife and struggle, 
stroying the Organization, 
v * « 
XACHINHRV OF T l l i 8 "»UtU»I feeling WM 
THE PROTOCOL Accentuated by the fact 
that tho machinery of 
the Protocol, the method of adjusting 
complaints was crude nud unworkable. 
The original proposition of the Protocol, 
namely: that an equal number of man-
ufacturers and employees should consti-
tute a Board of Grievances for the pur-
pose of adjusting complaints proved 
unworkable. I t was impossible for the 
members of sucli a Board in an • in-
dustry of such dimensions, to attend to 
a l l ' the complaints and adjust every 
grievance. Gradually an idea was con-
ceived, that the Board of Grievances 
should dd their work/ through a staff of 
clerks, and deputy clerks, that a set of 
rales was necessary through which this 
iraidst a trj^uendous upheaval and bit- Board of Grievances and their clerks 
• 




ETCH on ibis proposition, at cation and can only be judged by com-can ww*. 
first, both nidi* could not agree, owing 
to those- very feelings of mistrust and 
suspicion. Here the Board of Arbitra-
tion came to the rescue. It propose/! a 
set of workable rules to the satisfaction 
of both parties. 
The Board of Arbitration proved a 
success because, fortunately-, they have 
refrained, as far as possible, from 
handling over decisions on particular 
cases. The great service the/ hare ren-
dered was not by their decisions, but by 
paring with non-Protocol shops. If all 
the shops in Now York City were under 
the Protocol agreement, and we had no 
means of comparing conditions between 
Protocol and non-Protocol shops, their 
I'riticism might perhaps carry ennvifa^ 
lion. But since we can only judge by 
comparison, will any one contend that 
the conditions in the nou-Protocol shops, 
where the,4?nion has everything to say, 
are belter than the Protocol shops! 
nsensus of opinion among "here is a < 
the timely advice they gave and moral the business agents who are visiting both 
in they used on both partfes. When kinds of shops thatgbe conditions in uo/i-
eonfiit't between those parties Protocol shoos are not as good as in Pro-sum J th. 
reached the highest point; when rais-
irust had reached an advanced stage, 
Messrs. Brandeis, Hillquit and Hamil-
ton Holt came to the rescue by Their decisions w> moral force. 
reality lectures delivered to 
put aside all suspicion 
machinery of the Protocol 
tin workable. Had they beeu tactless 
enough to do what some of our "im-
poft*ibili*ts" and hothead* want the 
Board of Arbitration to do, namely: 
ling down decisions right and left, 
present relations between the era-
and employees in the cloak trade 
p
tocol shops, and that on the whole the 
earnings in the non-Protocol shops are 
not as great, and violations of the union 
rales and standard rates are more fre-
quent in the non-Protocol shops than in 
Protocol shops. This, to our mind, 
absolute demonstration that the 
col is a far superior instrument for 
maintaining anion conditions than indi-
vidual agreements, and all the "kicks" 
R id Arguments ngninst the Protocol fall 
to the ground. 
* * * 
OUTSIDE CON- The next problem 
THACToa* tackled was that of the 
would have been vastly different to what ^ r « » B " outside contractors, for 
rrnciENi i :* or 
: PSOT<M »n,. 
now are. Fortunately the Board 
Arbitration understood better and 
:ted differently. 
* * ¥ 
We have on several oc-
casions put this question 
to the "kickers" and 
•itics of the Protocol and have not as 
received a reply: The merits of the 
cannot be judged by an inci-
of a manufacturer discharging a 
here and there It must be judged 
on its genera! merits and general appti-
which the Protocol, written during the 
storm and stress of the Genera! Strike, 
dues not provide. It was not an easy 
problem to solve, but gradually
 eby 
means of experimentations, it was 
6nally solved. There were many other 
problems, such as the question of the 
Preferential Shop; the questions of Dis-
charge and Discrimination and the "out 
of-town shops." Some of them have 
been solved and others arc nearing solu-
tion. But, as might be easily under-
stood, before one problem is solved, 
— ^ - : . . — — 
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others come up. All this needed careful It was uot they who discovered the 
handling and diplomacy. problems. The only discovery made 
The General Executive Hoard found during their time of office was that they 
that Hisuo was not the man for the 
,_, _. - ,,
 T . , „ , were not the persons to help solve the 
work. The officers of the Joint Hoard ^ • 
found that Dr. Hourwich was not the P r o o | oms in the Cloak and Suit In-
man. Hence their opposition to them, duslry. 
News and Events 
IN r u n \nr:i r i u \ 
The. month of December WHS crowded with 
ciciting events arising from the protracted 
cloak strike in Philadelphia. A striko breaker. 
wan shot from a passing automobile There* 
upon the Manufacturer* fastened open Me 
Union as being responsible. Soon witnesses 
appeared ready to "servo the masters" and 
proceeded to identify thi> arnrsted'men charged 
with the shooting and tried to involve the 
strike leaden. In this they weie ns*isted by 
llio police who fide openly with the employers 
and carry out their wish** in a mwt brutal 
manner. • 
The effort* of the Cleveland Cloak Manu-
facturer* to fasten upon the Union leader* 
crime*" plotted rind paid for by themselves 
have been revested in open court. Who knows 
Khout against the ngas »o picket. Obviously 
thero Is method in their plots. They h»vo thur 
prevailed upon Mr. Porter, toe Director of Pus 
lie Safety, to issue an order stopping the strike 
on* from picketing the shops, and tho police 
are too eager to carry out tho order. 
Vet the polleo have beon tho cause of all 
the rinu in connection with the strike. Thero 
would never have lioen any riots if tho police 
had kept their bauds off. Thoy have thrown 
themselves ruthlessly at tho strikers and clubbed 
Ihem unmercifully. 
Policemen figure in ail tho disturbances. The 
police department is absolutely partial. Tlio 
police department in trying to win the fight 
. for tin- Manufacturers, 
I.OCB PROTKST BY TUB OMtJ tUSD WORK-
ERS. 
S 
what rriioehievdus plots are being hntchod by * 
some of tho stubborn employers in order to On IVcember 4tb tho organized workers of 
Philadelphia and vicinity assembled on tho 
North Plata of City Hull and uttered a loud 
break the strikof 
"Gunmen" stories are inspired by the manu-
facturers In an effort to discredit the strikers. 
They have tried other tactics to dl-rredit the 
Union. They have tried to make the strikers 
themselves believe that they are being led 
blindfolded by leaders who unnecessarily called 
the strike-
Now that public opinion has been educated 
and is impartially voicing the claim* of the 
workers, lbip employers are growing desperate 
proton, urging tho Select Council to cooperate 
with the Common Council in efforts to secure 
a settlement, in a comprehen*lve resolutioi 
-iibmitted by the Philadelphia Central Labor 
Union. The resolution reads iu part: 
"WHEREAS, Tho Cloak and Skirt Workers 
of this city nre/now in the twenty-second woek 
of their strike/ for the right of collective bar-
gaining, and f,or a standard as to wages, hour* 
sad U would not be surprising to learn t h a w " ' W O r* and sanitary conditions; and 
the shooting and violence is directly traceable 
to their machinations. 
ATTHMPTS TO PROHIBIT PICKKTINO. 
Tliis is one of the means resorted to by the 
employers and their allies, the police, which 
furnishes them with n pretext for raising a 
"WHEREAS, Tho South Philadelphia Bus! 
UC*B i lea 's Association, nn impartial body uf 
public-spirited citizens, Mr. John Price Jack-
son, Commissioner of Labor for the State 
Pennsylvania, and the United Basinets Men's 
Association, composing about fifty of this city's 
Business Men's Association, have used their 
- , ' • " • • ' 
• 
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I n »adi 
• • • 
' ' W H E R E A S , The committee representing* 
the United Business Men 's Association hn« 
heU two awetings, to which the Manufacturers 
and tbe s t r i k e n ba re been requested to a t tend, 
the on IT representatives present a t those two 
meeting* being those Is behalf of the Cloak 
{ aad Skirl Worker*, tbe Manufacturers remain-
ing . w a y and in so doing d isp tayi i r • very 
arrogant a t t i tude ; and 
" W H E R E A S , Common Council ea Thurs-
day, November 20th, 1013, unanimously adopted 
a resolution calling for a eommittee to bo a p -
pointed for the purpose of bringing about an 
amicable settlement of the present dispute; and 
W H E R E A S , On Thursday afternoon. No-
20, 1913, the resolution adopted by 
in Council was presented to Select Coun-
thia self-named Champion of toe peo-
righta and so-called august body refused 
consider this resolotioo, which meanR; 
much to the thousands and thousands of" 
ling men and women of Philadelphia: and 
W H E R E A S , This controverty has reached 
a a stage that it has become a menace to 
i pnblie welfare in general, through the strike 
breakers being allowed lo carry loaded weapons 
concealed in their clothe*, for in no doing they 
endangered the lives of all the pedes-
• - therefor*, be i t 
• ' R E S O L V E D , That a committee of twenty-
flve be appointed to appear before the Select 
Council of Philadelphia, and lay before them 
officially the demands of the working men and 
women of PhiladelobW ' ' 
: : 
<x 
. iTKit nt-MXataa HaW'S A S S O C I A 
»«*** ITS lia-rOKT 
aaiae day when the organized workers 
Iphia assembled on North Pla ta , 
the committee of the United Basinets Men 's 
Association issued a lengthy report of i t s ex-
haustive investigation of the strike. The re-
states in snbatattoe: 
" U n t i l t i n time of the strike tbsre teemed 
be no uniform system in the business of 
and skir t making a t to hours of employ-
ment, some factories s ta r t ing work as early 
aa six in the morning a a d continuing until nine 
a t night aad evoo la ter ; still others begin-
ning a t seven and stopping a t six a t night. 
During the busy season all the factories worked 
overtime, Tory lata into the night, a sd In some 
instances continuing all day Sunday. 
Uon to the extra work in the factory, the em-
ployees were given work to do a t home. 
" I n the majority of the factories, from half 
a n hour to aa hour for lunch was given a t 
noon, but where overt imo was continued until 
nine or ten in the evening, no time for Kiipper 
was ' allowed. In the majori ty of cases they 
were paid for this overwork only a t the ra te 
of time only. J n the busy season, most fae-
toriea were working night and day regardless 
of the welfare)'of the employee*. Then in the 
dull season i t was the custom to lay off mnny 
week workers and require the ptcee workers 
to report daily to the factories nnd wait idly / 
by on the chance tha t some work might come ' 
in. For many weeks in the year the majority 
of the week workers would report for work, 
being paid only for tbe actual time they 
" A n n i e Schmookler testified tha t when she 
. worked every night till nine and half a day on 
Sunday, the ext ra pay given to her by her em-
ployer would average about sixty cents a week 
for all tbe overtime. There teemed to be some 
injustice in many of the factories In the method 
of calculating tbe ext ra time, even on the 
basis of time only, and also regarding the work 
of the pioce workers, the employers taking ad-
vantage of those employees who were unable 
to calculate the amount themselves. Then also 
frequent differences arose between employers 
and employee*. 
" A number of shops are unrn 
and unfit to work i n . " 
The testimony on this subject 
by the committee to the Pennsylvania fitato 
Department of Labor and Industry, which 
promised to make an investigation and insti-
tute uocessary reforms. 
The report also refers to other evils com-
plained of by the employees, such as helpers 
:md finishers not being directly employod by 
the employer, bnt by tbe operator and tailor. 
and other forms of sub-contracting. This gave 
rire to disputes between the employees them-
selves over the amount of pay, and to under 
pay and unfa i r t r ea tmen t The employers 
thus escape liability for injuries to employee** 
by having them employed indirectly instead of 
'iiri'clly. The employers, moreover, .force the 
tailors and operators to work for lower price?", 
and keep up the evil system by threatening to 
give and giving the work out to contractors. 
-
^ 
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who oppress the workers still more Thud a 
regular ca-eatshop system i* maintained in the 
trade. 
The committee examined the demands of all 
the employees and came to the conclusion tha t 
with very raro exceptions tho domnnds were 
fair and reasonable. Tho employers were asked 
to submit tbeir side of the matter , bat they 
were apparent ly afraid they would have to ad-
mit thv t r u th of the employees' evidence They 
preferred to shut out of their minds every 
ray of renHoti and right. 
eOMMITTKK'J* RIWOHITION. 
" W 1 1 E H K A 8 , The investigation conducted 
by your Committee shows that public disturb-
ances are of almost daily occurrence as a re-* 
sul* of this strike, and whereas, Philadelphia 
ia in danger of losing a most important in-
dustry, a n d great mm* of mouey are weekly 
lost in wages, necessitating tho extension of 
credit by t h e smalt retail merchant, i t is there-
fore ovidont that immediate stops should bo 
taken to adjust the difference* between the 
s t r ik ing g a r m e n t workers a n d t h e Manufnc -
"BKflOLVED: Your Comrattlr* commends 
tho a t t i t u d e of tho strikers in their willing-
ness to submit alb^lifferenccs to any form of 
mediation or arbitrat ion and to be bound by 
the fame. 
**Your Comraittoo most seriously deplores the 
fact tha t the Manufacturers have refuted any 
and every offer looking to mediation or adjust-
ment and hove most flatly refused to submit 
the differences to arbi t ra t ion. They have fur-
ther refused to outrider any such suggestions 
coming from tho United Business Men or hny 
other source, 
" Y o u r Committee moat strongly expresses it* 
opinion tha t if the Manufacturers are to show 
the high ptsndard of good citiienship which 
tho public of Philadelphia have the right to 
expect of them, they should immediately ret 
about to reach some method of adjust ing the : 
differences and thus relieving the people of 
Philadelphia of the unfortunate circumstances 
growing out of this strike. 
" W o thorofore recommend that the United 
Business Men shall send tho Manufacturers a 
copy of this recommendation and reques t ' tha t 
they shall immediately take somo stops In this 
direction. 
" W e also recommend that the United Bu*i-
IICHS Meu send copies of this recommendation 
to the V. 8. Commissioner of I>nbor, the D e 
par tment of tabor and Industry of the State 
of Pennsylvania and to Mayor Blankcnburg 
and his Directors, requesting them to use every 
effort to forco an immediate adjustment of 
this strike. . ' 
" W e i p r t h c r recommend tha t tho United 
HusineiaTkten shall appoint a Committee to call 
upon prominent merchants of Philadelphia 
who purchase the garment manufacturers ' pro 
duct, and use their influence to have the Maou 
fncturers entertain some of the many proposed 
methods of adjusting tho difference* between 
themselves and their employees. 
/ (Signed) RAYMOND MACNEILL, 
- ChairoMR. 
! i i n i i \ ! Al'TlIORITIKS I M I : H I I ; M : . 
The United States Department of Labor. 
upon, request, consented to use i ts good offices in 
trying to end tho strike, and Secretary of 
Labor Wilson ten t Ethelbert Stewart , Chief of 
tho Bureau of Stat is t ics , to net as mediator. 
Mr. S tewar t reached Philadelphia on., tho 9th 
of December. Mrs. J . Borden Uarr iman, a 
member of tlio Federal Industrial Relation 
Commission, likcwiro came to Philadelphia t o 
get information about the wtriko. Mrs. Karri-
inAi did not definitely say whether she intended 
to interfere or make nny investigation. Subse 
quently Mrs. Uarriman explained tha t her 
present visit was for the pnrpoio of looking 
into the existing conditions of the labor mar 
ktt 
Mr. Stewart tried to got both sides together 
for the purposo of effecting a rettlftmcnt, by 
mediation or arbitrat ion, but an ho wna power 
less to compel cither of tho parties t o settle 
the strike, and as the" Manufacturers arrogantly 
refined to discuss either of these means of set 
tlcmcnl, Mr. S tewar t ' s mission was fruitions. 
I n S t . L o u i s 
The cloak manufacturers of S t . Louis have 
dug out a " r u s t y " old cicure for tbeir re-
fusal to come to arbitrat ion, or rattle tho strike 
by other means. They would quiekJy settle, 
they say, if labor agitators would withdraw 
and allow them to confer with the employees 
direct. 
This argument has never ceased to do duty 
in every strike In both hemispheres. The em-
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enlightened. They feel instinctively that if 
not / o r the Union leaders, the workers would 
/ b e powerless to claim their right*, make any 
demands or go oat on strike, but would sub-
mit to any terms the employers choose to offer 
them. Another excuse is tha t a u amicable set-
tlement is being prevented by the demand for 
union recognition. That this is a mere pa l t ry 
eseuse is evident from another • interne nt^by the 
selfsame employer*; tha t i t is the cud ><f lb* 
season. This mean-* that it does not pay thern 
j u s t now to agree to a settlement. If it did, 
they would not advance old. Moment excuses 
that are being rapidly discarded everywhere. 
upon by the Company and a eominitteo repre-
-'•riiii.j,' the employes. 
The employes of the r'relicli firm have been 
out seventeen weeks. 
Both sides liail the settlement as a vietory. 
This is a sure rign tha t both sides will t ry their 
best to live up to i t and that i t will prove 
lasting.-
. ' . " ' • 
• 
. lOMKI' lUNK CAHEV N(*A« ciry. 
W O FIHM S E T T L K * . 
I ' ade r the date of December »7th. Ylee-I* 
dent I s r . S. Fai t writee: 
" Y o n will be glad to !ean> tha t * e have 
s ttled with the firm of 8 . Prelich Suit and 
Skirt Co.. one of the largest firm* in the c i t y . ' ' 
The settlement by which six,ty employes re 
turned t o work is regarded as the beginning of 
the end of tho strike, because the Fr«dich Com-
pany U one of the largest local concerns in 
tererted. The Frolich Company was a member 
of the Garment Manufacturers ' A**ociatioo. 
which hud taken the lead In opposing the coo 
cessions demanded by the striker*. 
returi. 
JVraw of Settlement— 
The terras nnder which 
tn work a r e : 
1. There shall be no time contracts with 
individual employes, and sub contracting in the 
shops ia abolished. 
2. A board of arbitrat ion is established to 
settle f a tu re disputes between employer and 
S. Cloak and sui t cutters shall rc-eire a 
minimum of #24 a week. Skirt cutters shall 
inimum of $21 a week. AH other 
shall receive an increase*of 23 per 
eeat. in wages, calculated on the wages paid 
August 12, when the s t r ike was called. 
4. A. week's work shall consist of fifty 
hours, nnd no overtime will be permitted en 
Saturdays or Sunday*. 
» 
5 . Overtime will b e permitted on o ther days , 
net exceeding two hoars a day, for which tins? 
and a half *am-| be paid, 
fl. Prices for piecework shall be agreed 
Karly in December Miss Josephine Casey 
pnid a visit to Kansas City. Mo., on behalf of 
the cloak strikers a t St . Louis. 
oy has been working on the picket 
since the strike began. I t was >ho 
who fir-it suggested the protest meeting whl«h 
was held Fr iday night, November 21st, In S t 
Louis, nnd she was one of the principal speak-
ers who addressed 30,000 people tha t gathered 
at the Ci ty Hall to condemn the bru ta l actions 
of the police toward the str iking garment 
workers and waiters. Scathing resolutions were 
passed against the activity of the police depart-
ment in hounding the strikers, and the public 
was urged to assist in securing for the striking 
workers a square deal. 
There have been no deserters from the ranks 
t h e strike began, Miss Casey said, and 
example of the loyalty displayed by the 
workers she cited an incident where an operator 
was offered #50 in advance by an emissary of 
the employers who went to his home to try and 
Indues. Iiim t o renounce t h e union. 
The operator, who was in poor circumstances, 
'puroed the proffered bribe, and advised the 
tool of the employers not to approach any 
others of tho strikers with such a traitorous 
proposition.
 fl 
She told of the many acta of violence Mtttt* 
mitted b y the paid hirelings of the bosses and 
of the nine men stahlied and young girls slugged 
The energetic little organizer vrill visit the 
local merchant* who handle th*. product* o* 
thcfo S t . Louis manufacturers and rapieat 
them to discontinue patronizing these promoters 
of peonage who refuse to pay a living wage to 
their employee. 
Th i s was Miss Caaajr's first vis i t t o Kansas 
City, and she was agreeably surprised to find 
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C M I A H H A K K H H * I N I O N . n f i o W N . - n i i . t II* .boaters, 1HU jacket pressors, 50 skirt preas-
OFFIC*- ^
 u c u t t t „ ; t o t a i ( 1(143, 
Report for Ten lianlhM. Feb. 15 to Dec. 15, Number of complaints nedvafT and visit* 
jiij3 made to tho shops during the past too months 
On my arrival a t Ihia office I found OS shops ™cre as J J $ $ W R : 
in the Brownsville district. During the ton Visits to shop* , I ,40n 
months 26 new thops were opened, making a Complaints that non-union people were 
total of l'2t shop*, working 71 
Up to tho present H shops have moved to Complaints that unsettled work *»» 
Jersey City, 11 being reefur sub-manufacturer* being made lui* 
and three sub manufacturers of a chenp line of Complaints that people were not rocfir-
plusbts. , iug tho full prices S 103 
8ix contractors moved to New York. Twen- /""Discharged case* 63 
t y t w o shopa gave up burliness altogether, be-f 'Complaint* tha t pressor* wore working 
eauso they could not pay tho full price of tho' by piece IT 
garment* according to t In: settlement. Total 1,961 
I n the fourteen shops tha t moved to New All tho complaints attended to were settled 
Jersey, 160 poople were employed. In favor of tho union. 
In the six shops that moved to New York Bnck pay and pay collected for tho worker*. 
*5 people were employed. of contractors for tho past ten months amount 
A small percentage of the-people who were «* to #1,530.25. All this money was duly 
employed in the shops ibat gave up business .distributed among tho workers, 
are still idle. 
At present there are 82 shops in the district, < nespcctfully submitted, 
21 sub manufacturer* a n d 61 contractors . **• A'KTZ, 
I D these 82 shops the employees are a* . District Manager. 
follows: 338 jaeket operators, 338 jacke t On- H. Brod-ky and H. Lublnsky, 
Uhers, S8 skirt finishers, 173 skirt operators, Business Agent*. 
1913 Januarjr-1914 
By M. I I . Danish. 
/ 
Thoy who \ e marched in the ranks, they who've Many have told of your courage, many have 
fa i thfu l j^fought , , sung of your v im; 
Learned the secret of strength. They who have OirU, tho country has heard you,—you have 
dearly bought not struggled unseen. 
The right to collectively sell-Labor
 u n d muarle There 's a mightier mew-ago, omiiious, joyous 
and braiu, , and grim, 
Hhowed a wondering world they ha t* not fought Left by tho month of the New Year,—nine-
teen hundred thirteen. 
Hundreds of workshops revolted, thousands .of ' They who've marched to tho bottle, thoy 
girl* have gathered; who've faithfully strained 
Oirla of all races, ages—women of fifty, flf- Kvery effort to win it,—learned to hold what 
teen, they gained. 
Gathered and solved a problem. Braver than Learned to stay in the ranks,—-women of sixty, 
men they weathered sixteen— 
The storm of the month of the New Year,— In the eventful midwinter—nineteen hundred 
nineteen hundred thirteen, thirteen. 
..}':••?'>• i l 
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' Ottr Women WbrKers 
>«& 
v^^?r 
Conducted by Pauline M. Newman. 
, IT** «*• TO IQW. 
Thin can nerve yon an a resolution for tho 
coming Now Year. For af ter all, It i" up to 
yon, girls. I t does not matter whether yon 
a w Children's Dressmaker*, Wrapper and Ki-
mono Workers, Waixt Makers or White Goods 
Workers, it i t up t o yon to organize the rest 
of the girts in your respective trades. You 
know as well u n do that there are Mill a 
good many girl* working next to you who, for 
sew* reason or other, are not yet >o your or 
ganizatloa. Have you spoken to them about 
joining your Union! HaTC you told them what 
the Union is bfere forf I>i<l you tell them what 
the Union has done for you and what i t can 
do for Ihtmt H a r e yon told them bow hint 
conditions were before you were organised! 
If yon h a r e not . do it now. Begin with the 
t i e Union ban shortened your 
boors of blber. It hss increased yonr wages. 
I t ban made yoo realise your power. I t has 
taught yon to use i t for your own benefit, aod 
for the benefit of your shopmntes. I t has Im-
bued yea with the spirit of solidarity. I t baa 
inspired you to think of others, as you would 
bare others think of you. I t baa helped to do 
iway with selfishness. I t has brought you into 
a aew sphere, a sphere of sisterhood and brother-
hood. In abort, it has opened a new world 
for you. Aod this world you can, throtfgfa the 
Union, make better and tmprore from year 
to year. 
I t is np to yoo then, girla. Get busy and 
agi ta te among those who are outside yoor or-
ganisation. Do it sTowly, patiently, and yon 
will succeed. +• 
To organize the unorganized abooM be yoar 
renehrtion for the New Year. 
WAIST AND UKESSMAHRRS' UNION. LOCAL 
NO. M. 
The latest nows relating to Local No. 25 is 
jgt* weekly Yiddish paper, the " G l e i c h h e l t " 
(Equali ty.) In this Paper tho Local will re-
view its activities, publish i ts plans, and agi-
ta te among tho unorganised. Then there has 
also jus t appeared the Official Magazine of 
tho Union in English, " T h e M e s m g e , " in-
tended chiefly for the American girls and also 
fo r those who a s ye t a r e not orgnnitod. A n 
Italian Paper, too, is being issued for the Ii 
lao members of the Union. 
There is little doubt as to the 
the printed word in such a b ig Organization 
the Waist aod Dressmakers ' Union, The 
printed word has done much to enlighten the 
working people. I t is the best means, of edu-
cation. Were i t not for the printed word the 
working class would not have been where i t is 
to-day. And became of this, wo wish to con-
gratulate Local No. 25 on this undertaking, 
and wo hope tha t i t will do much to further 
the work of organization among its mernbe-s. 
T h e " G l e J e h b e i t " is a live and interesting 
l i t t e Paper , and no is " T h e Mecsage ." Both 
Papers hare good, readable matter which ap-
peals and most convince the girls and inspire 
them to act union like in every respect 
I would suggest tha t tbofc in charge of both, 
" T h e M e s s a g e " and the " G W e h h e i t , " get 
some articles written by women on subjects 
interesting to women. Articles written by 
women, especially by women whom the girl* 
know, would do much to make these papers 
more at tract ive to the girls. We therefore 
t rus t that the editors will take this into eon 
(•deration. 
And now, while we 
w^sanSnHaw^wawBsBHBHsswBSI 
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for tiring the printed word as a medium by 
which to reach the unorganized; while we all 
ngrco as to its Importance, while wo all we tbo 
need of it, j e t there are times when one feel* 
like asking this Question: " W h y should each 
Organisation l>e forced to have its own little 
I 'aperf" Why is It not possible for the In-
ternational, for example, to publish a Piper 
or A Magazine, wockly or nionthly, as the lccals 
would deem it advisable, and that one Piper 
be for all the toeaUf 
If It were a question of different principles, 
or different views, ono common organ would 
not, perhaps, meet with cvtfry one's needs. As 
it is, wo have ono International Union corap 
tag all the locals. The International published 
its Official J our nal every month. This Journal, 
wo believe, could servo the purposo of every 
local. I t could be enlarged. I t could be pub 
lished weekly or semi• monthly, instead of 
monthly. I t could bo mado that which members 
would want it to be. I t could contain the very 
mjitter that eneh local publishes fn its awn 
Papers. Evidently (he i^cssity of cooperation 
in Union matters and tbo wasto provettwl 
thereby has never been brought home to the 
local officers. Evidently each local thinks it 
knows better, and not until they lose money and 
energy* do tliey learn their lesson. 
Personally, I believe that the " I n d i e s ' C 
assert Wortwr" could and should be made 
organ of the International and of nil the locals, 
jointly conducted and published, Thus the 
members and local officer* could hnvo t'icir 
say in the "Lad ie s ' Oarment Worker,'1 in-
stead of having their say * « h in . sheet of 
their own. Some may differ from me on this 
proposition, but time will show a* In whs Is 
I 
No. 2£ is 
Eking," " k i c k i n g " because 
more of their sisters don't come into their 
Organization quirk enough. But nevertheless, 
the Branch has boon growing steadily, and 
that Is a very healthy sigu indeed. Of one 
thing we are certain—those who are now mem-
bers of the Branch are trying hard to get the 
rest of the girls into the Union. As long as 
this la being done, there Is no room for despair. 
Slowly, but surely, tho message of Unio 
through " T H E MESSAGE" will reach the re-
mainder of the-unorganised girls. 
Through the uctivity of the Secretary of the 
American Branch nt the Hall of the Women's 
Trade Union League, held on December 5th, 
the Branch won the prito offered for tho most 
popular Union, a beautiful, white, ivory gavel. 
Miss I'hobus tried hard and Ilually succeeded 
in winning this maguifieent prerent. At first 
we thought the Stenographers Union would 
win i t , ' bu t then Miss Phebua got busy and 
she won out 
On tho gavel will be engraved the letters 
W. T. U. L,, the year, and the namo of the 
Branch. N 
WRAPPKR AND .KIMONO MAKERS* UNION, 
I.OCAI. NO. 41. 
The officers of tho above Union havo been 
busy of Into with a few shop strikes. I t does 
seem as though some employers ennnof be 
happy unless they have a strike in their place. 
This accusation was once upon a timo directed 
against tho. workers. But the workers have 
since learned to use the strike as a last resort, 
while most of tho employers have not- Taking 
for grauted that they are tho "s t ronger ," they, 
ot courso, act accordingly. 
In the Qrm of L. Ilirsh & Sons, for in-
stance, where a -strike is now on, the "Union 
has tried to avoid it but without success'. Vou 
can't avoid a striko when tho employer iH ob-
stinate. So all tho Union can do is to urc the 
method of teaching the employer a lesson. 
And the strike is not out of place cither. 
The conditions there have been bad, nud the 
treatment the girls received was uol>carablo. 
Representatives of the Union were not allowed 
to go into the place. Indeed, the employer 
used all of hie powor to keep (he place clear 
of Unionism and Union repretentatives. 
Naturally a strike followed. Demands were 
made—among them n ten por cent increase In 
wages, There-is no doubt as to the outcome 
of this strike. The girls nro all out, and are 
indignant a t the unjust methods of their em-
ployer. As a matter of fact, Mr. Hirsh Is 
already negotiating with tho Union. The Union 
will, we feel sure, not only gain their demands, 
but will establish n Union shop as well. 
It is to be hoped that the girls will appro-
einto tho efforts of the Union, and will 
active members. 
t, A contractor*, is another, i 
who will be better off, and who will becoi 
Iwtter man, perhaps, after he has" lenrncd 
THE LADIES' GARMENT W 
t h e doing* of the Union. Ho, too, 
a strike, nod be had one for a .<uli 
H . K W B , on* . f the b w i a « ~ a g w t s , 
went up to hi* place to adjust a griova.oee, 
and the employer, instead of act ing like a man, 
started to fight Klein. Whereupon the girl* 
without excejrtion left the p l a c e They re-
however, when they were assured by the 
re Board tha t the? would take the mat-
ter up , Mr. Fox wan lined twenty five dollar*. 
This win convince him t h a t the Union is not 
here for fun, but to stay and see tha t thing* 
right with the worker*, whether nam, like 
Fox, like it or not . 
; 
has decided upon a clear method, of dealing 
with similar rates in the future. 
The condition* of the trade* generally arc 
not prosperous. The girls ore impatiently ex-
pecting full resumption of work by the end of 
the month. And when the »eafon arrives tho 
Union will be in a bet ter position to organise 
the rest of the t rade. 
• M B U U t a W t ' N i O s I.OCM-. 
S O . 40. 
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lennwhile the work of tho Union proceed* 
Jy but surely. The Women'« Trade V nion 
i s cooperating with the Vnion in trying 
to reach the unorgnnined shop* in Manhat tan. 
A plan of work ban l>e*u mapped out and 'bops 
are being approach** and meeting* are ealled 
•ally. 
The out-nMown shops are not being neg-
lected either. A eoramitt**? of the t 'nion went 
nut to Investigate the shops which have more l 
out of town to 'iodgv the Union. New Bruns-
wick. Booth K w and Spr ing Valley were 
TitUcil and plana f o r organUatioe vitJi t b r ro 
operation of t h e Local Union hare been a r 
The Grievance Hoard baa cleared up the re-
•" 
< * * * * Day trouble, and 
According to the officers of the above Union 
a strike in the trade this coming winter is in-
evitable. All tho employers, the Inside as well 
a s the outside home**, have broken the agree-
m e n t As a n u t t e r of fact, the employer* 
never regarded tho agreement on something se* 
riou*. something for whl 
b » 
are momenta whew one does not feel 
ng the blame upon the employers only, 
r oil, if the girN and boys of the 
bad posressod tho. right spirit, if they 
the courage, the knowledge, and tho belief 
their collective power, tho employers would 
hart- dared to di-regnrd the Protocol, 
employer will, af ter all, net toward the 
n according to the strength of thai Union. 
a rule be watches closely, and when he see* 
t his employees are interested in their or-
iration, that they participate In the work 
win , tl<at they arc always alert and on th*-
lookout, he does not dare to act contrary to 
the agreement. On the other hand, let an cm 
the workers are rather luke-
their organization, tha t they 
their meetings, tha t they don' t 
pay their dues, and he will nt once change his 
a t t i tude ; he will a t once real 
"who le t h i n g , " and will 
Firs t be disregards the writ 
do it, becaure the workers, 
ence, give him that power, 
caliy what happened in the "f-biblren's Dress-
making Trade. The employers broke the agree-
ment simply because tho members of tliat 
Union did not care enough for the Organi-
sation. That Is nil. 
The rearon tho girls d o n ' t seem t o have the 
right spirit, is no doubt doe to the fact that 
they have not F O U G H T hard in their last 
strike. You have got to fight for the thing 
you want. Only then will yinf know how to 
members 
This is praeti-




L Dressmakers' Union have not had the oppor- W H I T E UOOIM wuMRUur UNION, LOCAL 
tunity 10 be on the picket lino; thoy did not N O ' **• ' 
get a taste of the polUemaa's elub; they were - The above Union haa gained a victory in 
not intuited and assaulted by thug*—in short.^'tha
 C M 0 0 f Bmenstock mid Cohen. Tho rood-
thoy have won their demands after bring ©nf
 o r B 0f t n ; s Department well remember that it 
of work for a for. days, nml naturally the}
 WIW t | ) 0 u r i , 0f BotOMtOCk and Cohen which 
did not learn the losoiw the White Good*
 rcfuicd to pay the ten per cent, increase to 
Workers did. And becauso of this, wo think
 I l ) e i r employees. And that n» '« . resul t of i t 
the girls will have U go through the eaoM , ^ r W M e expelled from the Association. Thwo 
- " " — ~ ~ *•> -"' " " rather process as all other strikers, And will have to ^b'uemen were willing to be expelled rathoi 
'earn the snme lesson—that of understanding
 t b n u n T 0 UB> to the written word. 
the ntfeearJgy of an orxnnizatiob, , , . „ 
. > Tlio Unim, however, continued to ugitati ^ The Union, however, continued to ngitnto 
among tho girl*. Committee after committee 
went to the factory and urged the*girl* to join 
thb Organisation. 'This made the firm apply 
to the Association, asking 10 U readmitted. 
"H»i« A-.-ociation answered that the tlrm could 
W u m p a member again providing, however, 
they agreed to pay hack the ten per eenL to 
104 pieceworkers, heginning from the tune 
workvWM resumed, that li, right after the 
ilriko wax over. Strange as it timy aeoin, tho 
Arm agreed to pay back the money to the 





Becky I*'vy is the girl who remained active 
MUCO the day of the itrike. The Union would 
he in a much better position today if it hud 
a few more such dented girls, to strengthen 
the Organuntl< 
a t Palace Garden, 
Manager Ebitein explained that he wrote 1I 
the Manufacturers' Association, and asked 
whether they intended to live up to the agree-
ment, and if they din not answer within two 
wo* WE he wou'd'know n»*th" how to « t . 8u 
far the Association did not answer. And the 
agitation for a strike is being carried oa with 
more vigor than ever hefore. 
The writer of these lines spoke 
ing. Those who were, present TI 
speeches with enthusiasm. 
A monster mass-meeting wax 
cemVr 18th at Cooper Uni< 
enthusiastic 
o the de-Uuion, .mi tltua oneo moT. „ .. . 
mand of the workers. 
The money, amounting jo over ONE THOU-
SAND DOLLARS, is to come into the office of 
the Union by tho first of thoyear. Bach work-
er of Roteustock and Cohen, who Is entitled 
in the ten per rem, will pome to tlio oftiou nml 
In this BtntmUon U is worth while for tho 
workers of that shop to stop and think for 
a few moments. After all, it doe* not have 
to take long to understand that were it not 
for tho Organisation, thfe money would have 
remained with the firm of Ho*enstock instead 
of being repaid to them. It does not require 
much effort to realiio thai Mr. Bo?cnstock w;is 
forced to givo in because of the strength of 
the Union. If so, why U it that U e girls 
don't renliic the ueceasily of joining the only 
OrgnnUntioa that can and does help them in 
every » a y tosmblef Why is It that these girls 
are still outside of the Union! Is It possi-
ble that they cannot thlnkt This Incident 
a t Boson*tOfk's ought to bo n lesson to themv-
And wo do hope that they will get into tho Or-
ganisation and try to learn the purposo of 
its existence. 
re many non-Jewish girls in tho fac-
tory of Bosenstock 4 Cohen, and there Is no 




TUB LAPIS*" QAWMKNT W»*KKH 
«aE»flWi-ftl>oRl(iligl»raiirh. Let us hope that the 
tO that. the 1'jiton will 
The I 'nion in also holding special meetings 
•».*. plan for the renewing of the agreomenta. We 
wish them great m « « 
The Annual Unit of Local No. R2 will take 
place on KeJ»ruar> IJOth, 101*. This prom-
ises to be one of (lio nicest affairs, and mem-
bers arc requested to buy tickets and •reld 
the rwb. 
REOARDING TRANSFERS. • 
. 
1. Before issuing a transfer, note 
that the member wishing to transfer 
must be a member not less than 6 months 
in good standing in your local. 
2. When issuing a transfer write 
across bis name on hit due* book too 
word "Cancelled," the date and your 
(Secretary's) signature, 
8. Let the member write his name in 
his does book and also in the space pro-
vided for this purpose in the margin 
the traveling card. 
4. Before accepting a transfer let the 
transferred member sign his name and 
compare his signatures. 
6. On accepting a transfer issue to 
the member a new dues book and don't 
paste the dues stamps into his old can 
celled book. 
TRAVELING CARDS IK 
BOOK F O R M : 
i 
lhal sfsmbsf*' * r a « H a « (»<d. 
i(«rrrUrlM «r« re<tO*«M U **U 
mere m~ In !•>«.<• N l H . T B ' « 
• rs new la b*.k for*, of 100 l»»M 




Named shoes are frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
no matter what its name, unless its bears a plain 
and readable impression of this UNION STAMP 
All shoos without the UNION 
STAMP are always Non-Union 
Do not accept any excuse for absence of the UNION STA.MP 
ND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN K TOBtK Prm. CHAS. L. LIAISE, S e c > - T r e e s . 
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pn uayi Dip D3H"noiyD ny DBII ,pmyi 
lim ,p»noo p« BKK» « ttfeyp'B w -lyo^six 
•ty .'yiBiiys ivt3B3iyn ppap iyi JID PR oy 
; 
• . ' . 
.'/KpRrt!".! 
T i y i J1D ySMJB'IK n 
•pJTDUKO iyi pD pK ,|8'3 
iW3"iaiW«1K
 fIKe"*K»DBDD8 CiyilC'B 
ljSJWirTPBn oyi lynRcivaB PN 3313IIB 
•D'Ipy IVaS'R THO PIK^ P pR B8H DB11 
« :s ,iv iva*3 v s .jnyiw 8 myi PK ,»VD 
'tea n tytrmv yD*0D5ymyn »i iirvftjm 
-tyoji^Biyn 8 myi PK II*D"31K pR ovia 
.PDV iyo 
"BIB pn 33n.TD)«K nyv383 nyn VIR QPiP 
i58"m iye**Dn 8 pn P^3 cm D*t3*5ip8t! 
-IDP OM'5'W pk D*: typ ">y »w 'im .nya^s 
•anyiw H D^D T I jysypya e3yn»3 UK 'm*i 
tyny.* "iy tsaKioys
 #i"n» nyi3iK jin jyo*'p 
-••aiK n PK D'na ^ys n p*B»^ w D'.BCT 
jytiMsy^  PK jyti'^yiKyno |wi K pn iyt? 
•y? |jiB"t3p»nB oyn pn D*3 PK t3paiBi383t'' 
—iy»85 iyB"Dyi8ynta 8 PK ny MI MI« -1V3 
-'•t?c>jy ny *m — yp'opKiB 8 in* iy'8^ 8 
D'3 onyt ny .rytys jm >n*#yno "un DM5 im 
jyD»»P3i-urtic n yaKnn-ts'Hoc* njny PK 
ysKin 8 SSHX^K PK on'K nKn p"">o pn 
K383 PK Tyany-n .yosyi yc-pKnooatf pn 
."DVE'»KH jys'innMK 5«i iy !8 .^JroBi 
,ntJ83 ny Da38^yn DIBD'T lyomj'D cyi "3 
pn IVXM ^sr jKcnD'aiK n» YiKsa *T t8 
"IK y3"i tmynwmK ,i3y38 »>a lynijOTHn 
n pn yuayT yopk*iaD3K n jyayn lyosyo-.a 
cy t8 .jynyiyaDMK oy can 338B38 I'K 
TS31T1 ;•-;•::'•:< yiyn ffayoaiK |«1 Oini 
•i^ iyj iycKcya wk ^8P8D8*IB IPT . trvro 
8 J'K ,"33K*n PK C-)lDt?„ JlB D"V 8 J'K JVT 
•invD'a 8 PK 33iaynn*iK yoma pn o»v 
PK DyD«3 n jycMix fiBCBP 
!^ D t3Ko5itin ^y^ jyiiya v* &8P8D81B lyn 
Tpya D*3 lys'^n n m v m^3 .D'D8iaa8P 8 
.Uttipyn iv tap3mya ivsyn « | D^II r^8 jyo ny DK" Dyiv»io ,iyD"3-iR JIK n^n3 ^ya 
n»a p»j«| iyD838Q 12 yaenv n I»K pn 3383 i m t8 .inyotnyn ominM »^8" 
trap PK *a»n3y3y i^yn 8 I*K iiniya o m v 0*3 jy3yp rytys pn p r ^ y s n (PK DianiKp 
n pn iy33in-vy3 n PK jmyn oynaynyaav 
D8T I1K DD11KP -H ,W'31H JlK D n^a *5M 
•3p 3'CKT PK ^^no-iiK *K O'vm 1P3^ ry»y3 
T33y |K -DHTV H lyfi'MlV D'»P »1 *JU t31H 
0'3 nya8 1338D D«P K inyum PK 3jn"B» 
iyt3iK jycMiv jyaain^vya n pn mstf p'P 
ons nnyr iynyDira3y oy 5«n ,Qmv. yn"3 
ISO pH ,DyD"P P"3 PK IVJK-ID T n o »"3 
•ya n **n ^DyoDDcyrya iv?>*i3Kfi no 
r'Kmayn PK MI) ,im« ,iy3ain,vya"C0Eyr 
ayi*. i8*3a Ws ^m pm«u ODimiyj 0*3 
•tPM0D»w VI oyn 'Q^gvu o»s PR iyin«n 
n3v nm oynoD'o t$k IKP^R'DWDDK H 
one [my* «i»w D3KiTyu o'o epipys pR i« 
iwsn «i .oauoys lya^n yooKVa ti nan 
IK .OKnys Kim tyaBn pR t)»noM o»3 
•msi-DjR-iynaiK iy3"i yooRya |rfw 
-aMfti v^av iy5y« "» t» JIH lypayo ya^ 
\ .oyipa m y u im 
*ya jyj»t D » I Tp«i p n yt3=8y3 P J O P n . 
-illK VI )*D3'1 P381 » im n 
% 
1914 . n K t J N * 
K 
n xs wpav *i*no K po IPor^sa W D V J ;IW K-I;K3KBK-IB ya^oay^K IKD yooawtt 
TMB " - R :T p* ttaa v n o ne T W T H KM IK3 DP -*T DS:KC .0"3-IK U*t"3KnK 
- f" 0*0 BBmfJOn* i m p «> .DTC3 DT»3 .« 
TWO a»a P3K? n o«n o n a n r a n njn 
•flviy |«» avy ay oyn ,*•< a w n« .BTPI 
ti»3"T njn PK an>«r IM JVS* .lynno m 
DP P'K .PBBKP3 P^K&R1? n pK Diyaeircvi 
v w wro in'K a*i« ; «i iv iy3Kt i n o5m 
,iyo"Mnyn<r y5ynt3Kj»B iP3»n IVD«H 
Tin op'naa y:viK^nyD iyiK yoiyMyyiyt 
-MirP3D*m-K":ipDK,3 o*e pH jnayrapasiK 
PK an>u? IK ,jyo*n W K B^KI ,yv*a:? ytsjT 
•m J O T W D H n w t o n n D'j JM«I cm 
•y>ait; y;yr'K iy"K JW [ywnyt p>yc»n s 
«l D'j ^ip a-iynay DJ^K DKT iy2K .O«P3*D 
jp-*XBr K irawn iv as 
.flpjV JTBfD"0CfiWy3 ; * 
pe iPBPKiwn* pur r * few Tyi;iK 
"'Via T3K3 K avp niftPw'Ta . lucrum h 
TK ay .oStni p^av n*yip vi p* p^tr PD 
- K oiyaopo jnyiaiK wn B^» IVK piz-
$0*391 » !P33KC;K IP1>KT uttf jyv3K3 i'iya 
,o**2i« jriv^c \fW$* ^y-c *T po 83HB **l 
iya3"ia xt tpi*ny3 B3F?P3PP^K I*K ox" 
• - w a n o*n r*5i o n 1* L. 
J)SW WW i»^> n PK 
-ays p-iprr* pc ?"na K IPSK i n jyayp 
m ' s t o . n p t tyanynyai* a*a aiya 
P3t3M3 ID It ,^0 K PK .P'O^KB -?yt"^P 
•pll DVCP^aWtffi T13 D"31K P"l3P33m pH 
•MM* cnayayfttt npnj*:K "a p^-.i -?» .JPT 
tic np^cnpcaiK DPI onpasPB mmv* 1PT 
MM o'B cytsa'c yr^cpKiB 
aanya mrra lyte'o pw jp3pi^  .IB^VKIO*? 
-3KP '-- - a ara^n pa^r.i .jycwwy- n 
T3 ypno. jyaip ,TCRI BTWW o:i(r;pv. 
nr;*fiV2 .w*3v y 3 • o a y o K j y u o^rn 
^?) "np?«Bp-iHpnaw T3W pr^Wt tOi i l>r 
,D^PII y:i» o*o of'pi! n p*K :po*n wayii 
ru> DP TK ,5 I'M 2 **b 2 >n .jyT^nya pK 
p»noo iSf'nior Mn ^naJTB^'nyc;^ n ,u»; 
an y?K 
ocpc pa v* 
MH o3ypp; D 
tfi*pi6 pa«fay po Dawn *" 
«n p^«l 1*: p« O^KPK^ 
**ia 1PT pK PK 33P? 1 
*S^R pc 3K?riKD tin !Po*at--ivipT3 ,u 
.Kn*sppnpB 
EP^ 3n:jaaKiapa 
3.1 Dm "i'a w^ivi .cnampD 
T i 
.psp^awnB pign iv:»s
 1S ^ imp., 
. i w n c ij'a a»o I*K pynvya as-! 
y*N ip5pn o5K«p PoKnc pK pj"*p n 
_,D WD ^K3«,C"131Pa3*K 1PT IV IPOIP ?((•: 
p»noo pc MI^IKV n 3pa .PD^H y5y»v;»<: 
•P3*iynp»3 ^KSK'K-^iiyaj'K » ^ " a o^cyjp: 
n(\ IPI jpopn vi .5»a taynie jinyn aa*ar 
-K*- -ipeDPiie' pip": ix ? jmsyn i n "i ]y? 
ptpn , i«i ]P3'n « | ! '-031KP n pK D5K? 
my"T IV Jinv yo^na iput I*IK ,D^»P« ; 
UK ,naK ! PI«^ v 3 PK D^KPK^ TjoDjnw 
: N iya'3 p« .jya-a D^KPK^ w i f » v; 
n «t po toay^ipi jya ipaKii ra„ IK: 
-.•no^3 n OMTK IPP ,non; 
* t*a aanriKBnp n ot«n a«i 
?]»no IV PK DKV 
aKiaya nynno VOKJ 
ansy-tyDpn apn avisyaonK jyaKn mjoopr 
oyv. ysKac n iv 33ip»5 n pK ^KD-OTI p« 
.iK^p pny*' 
D3KK'3yil3KP 5«3Kt?"3nya3'K H "3 
3 T»K 0nPP38^ pK ,K03KnKD ,1K0D«: 
iP3 iPa^rpa ipaKsySjn ^lKmny: 
;*K n PK Ka'BypnpB n imyay-
0-3 
OK« .o»BP3ya P»IOD I^HKV 5K» >^K3«*r 
IPaw-T D>KPK? 3 JJKHJyj ^«HO:K ;pa a*a aa'»apa jpaKSp j^n n i>503P3»K]y38-
JIK ,BpBr *v aaiB'acaK IP IM ap'cya jya»n ipaKsyf^n n ?TBKT |ya»Bc ly*' 
910 tP- a»r. D^KPKJ :PD"VI TW ya^ap I*K D»V. wvKt'awiK JK t» ,iP3»BmyD a^ 







frnpsycp pB "33«nt PR W W . DPT pR 
.[ycpnpB p r t w pR «i JR ;PD DR.T P^TDD 
3 » D wypiy DO 10 *UR it's DSH USHTD n 
-y-npc D382W Tyay o$n jyo .iyTPEOjy 
n jyo Dijn D^V TPT DM: PR JP38TB ysyT 
jynyj TJW jy:"t DP .tnyEDiyTyc w P3RTB 
TIB- pD P3RTB »1 ,W«m .IP3RTB pTyT38 
•E-ni8tPDD% pD yJKTD >T ,"BBtr ?yC«nyD 
VJKTD >1 pR J8U"0*D*TPD'T pB P38TB n 
flPH pD y338D ."DS8&' P8D 18 D*1R„ pB 
-;8 pR tnaiiyj DTyBD3PTpa ptt«) jyjRTB 
PR oy .pnycDjyTyc PR JPD D^R-I yrpT 
STP1TTP30 W t8 .inyDEnyD IV D3"* iy28 
rWfe IPnporsP ,D-iycD3jnyD ysRTD p»R 
jyo «nm lyaRTD y^8 yiyn D^2 .jyiRTD 
.inyJDIR t?»DKO«5B>T PR 3'03MTRB 
73 t'R TTK«3 IPDlpytpy 5RTy3PCn »1 
Uh IPUPJ DO PR R3P3 m ,DI5I? DW JVDIP 
«» yooBya n .D^OTR Tpiyn TRB JRD 
!« ,Di5af Div jyoipya iyj"i TTR83 w n c n 
1 o n m pR .IRQ TUT D O P R VD^Vl .TT 
-/T eonmn pR R3P3 .puyam DTPM " t jya 
-3"R VI .JVlilDiy DO jy3y538TB y3"p jya 
1KB D3RSy3 y DRH (PD Dtf'.l UiYttWlP P3*V 
•»DRB "1 DO IP3"! "I TR ,PR ,D"V .TV* 
ronw *1 iy*y* tvc^yn S* tyssnye in* 
.nDDVO'K DID p.K PIR^P TPT pB iyoy*3HTB 
ya^yn ,TyByB» n p« jyaiwnya n i« ,jy:8i 
H IKH ; 58P8D8TB ayn TyoaiR DO }yj"] 
-'H typ — run yv:8J n eratfa DMR t$op 
•jrw yipn pR p w w i y a *i IR ,|y;Ri iyv»o 
?TPDP3 ?yj"» IPB 
Dyji'3 n |y*wv I^RI yjjmuyjMj JR PR oy 
.Tysyc "5ny&« iyanys y3>yn .ODsy^n^R 
111 lyeyt;' ya^aynya n J^ R jyssisi'Tya >T IR 
n pK iyj:i33ny3 H Ml yois ys^ytR DO \V3 
»1 lyi"! ^ 3 3 is pR ; TyByt? ^8P8D8TB 
yo'n3 y3*yi8 DO |yDD3ymye DiyD"3iR 
iypna-DD"3TR pR o5n ;ROP n IR PR 
TJTB DO n pR D\Ty338 DU Mt« DO |pTyil 
.nVBJttr 58P8DRTB *T pR MI ,-iysyr 5»?8D 
-ijD8TB iyn IR , t»wa iyDoy3 -tyn t*R DRT 
iyo^8niv38 18>B Tinyoya r-yc 8 PK ^ P 
0 " 8 D'D DDJPDiTft Ml lP33133Hya J80T 
Di^ BD38 wmya>M p s i ; D'na »^ ya ya^yv 
lyp'Dnp pR "DTyp»p„ «i JIB noyo n IR 
" .DyT3n3y3 DO 8'?R |1H«| 
* * » 
t^ R ojr^ a i^B yDDsyj n 
n P D X P ; ^ D H IJWW 
,DTRDiJRlD38P T'DDMR 
-p:iB i^'p o«n ?8P8D8TB iyn ya^yn jyam 
5»M1 .TRBTyT 1^RD3"R ,0^011^3 DTO IPD 
?P2K15 KtfByp "iys n DP5P3 DllSPiyspi *1 DSH 
.nn*0«? .D -% pc 
^KI ^R3R^"r\yD3;R n ' % ,D"n;y3y^y33R 
DR .jy^RcyssTn D-»DP3P3 P^TDD ipf-nwv 
n pR iP^yr, ys^yn ,D5RPR^ yiyom y^ R 
1P»D ^1 ip'jyn .DP'HDD iya8n DDJIPW 
•'B ^83 DR5PR^ yiyTjR IV DPUTH iPTjyn 
J»10 — t>i3 T|V t33RT PR ."iWDV y^ p*V3R3 
,DOBH [y3"D "t .nnB3 i^R Dciy oy 
CyT D3RIU3BR (y38H "I DK11 CUT D'Q 
S*R?R^  H plDB PIC " t IP3*"I "OTDB ,^, 
P^P'VSRS'D 183 lusip DO Tnyo pi» jy^yii 
:rtT »T pR .D^BK ^RTP3prn civ »D5*n 
n ;yT3yiOR lyayp DX^:-iy5y« PDDRya !>RI 
t 
RD'Byp-rys pipapn R TRC 3R^^ '-lRE Tin 
"P^TDD 3P?nRV VRl >R38,e"OTPD3*R P pR 
DyD'T8,8» 8 D'D jy^RByjaTiT PR .D'eysya 
->OTyD3'R H 18 ,Dy DD"H .1 1* 2 pB 
*8^ n iv oyua^DBTyB TU Dvy PR ^RJR'U* 
— TnyD DO pR ,yB^n y>RT8,s TRB D^RP 
-ypiipspnw TPT pB lynyotnyB IV p« D8T 
op iPnpaunRB .coan MIR JR^PTRb cp: 
TyoyTpya, pR nya;yiRT D:ya-ip-s v,x 
pa DRD^iyr cyT a'Tjyoa'Tya.v^n .t?»n 
D3PDTR3 Dn"?„ .oo iyDvy^ pR nnjyiyEyT 






is ,fyn*noyo ya^x * i pc Dammjunt ou 
« ,matj [w maw VM* SJ»I lymVtvc 
«i ww , " : I H E W D pt fm r u n 
t'K 0VUO p* ,V» T*C i*«D l»*S* 
L
 ' L l 
pc jrenwD'W *1 D»D ,D>BPB*> »wn pc 
.KD>Bffp~ipa lie Hrwavn -
"PKO »*K JHP*"I T31B 1BJTB5 D«l' ,Bl5K 
Diyapyc yiyw'x DKT I3IK lynjtf «l 
Pi t -DWiwan cjn nromwmx m f t u PK
 n c , y i I W , w n D j n 0 ,3 w t W w m i s 
-S3 osn owtf i iy i n r : JwriD w w n B»B -»;*rwDU K pB iww n p» »'D»nw«ir 
; )nu v* i - rnr inyo Dams .flpJv t " i o 3rav 
(."|tn» '.* ap», : ir-s'e n i7:"sw Divttf tujrmra-cm ojm *y?*ffm ipom* n p») 
B ;j?anErjJ3j>'"iK 
Iin"*iB ;yteyo D"a T« ,(DPi*fi K) "mtfp. 
jinpv- Dsyay-tyw*-* o " : r w - p w n ?BI 
|y;pp "3*un 5BI TKD , V IWI i m D*-I *u» 
-D»D vrrn * jnsiDC s D ^ D 75 pipiTtPo 
,yo>t>sp P^IDD b/np&trn nyi po Trurfc 
I * nvaDyo B / w J y i y i r t n a i r o n m 
.n*tt;yTR\, :nr*nry3C^B jyaip- ,1 >B?B> 
•no * * o:yo 75 ! jrwf»yiyaiPo D"t W K 
P H K Da'nc ! oypyrn. B (ytmcK T O y^ 
-y ip iv *n inyo p*t &vn VB ! oayo 50 
50 iMffnnpe Dim n*D"iBB *B T« ,pn 
* » > r o n n D«n ^ - j n n w »
 DJyo " » « » n Jomm 
-n t-P D«; lynyDenyo « i .
 t K . r a w "*
D
 •« w ™ * " * > -
B D3HD 75 onyos? oarenw p* ts ,DCPir 
Dim iro .:» . JJ i :w « B I w mi j r o w c 
m inyor •vyaif'Wi w y e 50 j y j ynyc 
ffp;r» W H Dyii | m ^ ;yo 50 D3ye*i3i* 
-D-Mf-ain lyatiD oyn iKD-nfiif "w ' * .DIM 
. "mrop « oivo 30 -ijnij 2S tp> 
-ip K v * .Dwpya rw *yo0« M* ,DTP< 
-jyc iya*^o»»3nn nm r m o r tc nw^ 
jp«rm iv pm ,-awnwe IK pc noarn 
P3'"DH^» h o»n A i » n w p*P m ^ijn 
J1K TlHga DriBH vj 
yaJyfi'.jijyv K [yj-oyj IV Time PK oy 
P '^DD lyy-iip s'DyDoyD^ymyD * pK D?r. 
m ,}V2\tn\ai ?yo BI ,iya«n Das tan ^D pc 
"ljnpJw'D jnn'K nnc iipDyao^m 5y»s 
PK p'K^p n >jno*ii ,iycB« i*y3»ll w O'c 
nysi! PH pn»f' w p« D^BPB^ tyaBCDn^pn 
•ya DBT t*B osyv^B oi jnj in B J910 pc 
ya^yn .ajnytsya-iyc yocayta >T ,yDD3*Dyt: 
jyiyn p« lyj'K'iya ivavn iyo"3iK n 
>1 Da*noya:i« pB Donyj ]yo jyii j)»Toa 
T ^3")TDD"anK n JIG ^ V I I P I K E 
o,,anK*o,,n |io MIE 
TI'DJ'-B .[ya'CBD yjyj"B .D^ 'C ,0'Dnrp 
.?3 -T .K lyiBB p»nopy^y po:3r 
osn ^a tan ,D3jn»y3'K "iy3,,ta i*'K , 
P"TDD ttnmvvn ' ID »"»i5TyD I*B DVDBS 
Dijn3,n B tie 33iSBraK p<o IB .jya^v oyv 
jyoD3y»TiyB , -i pc asnyapmyo D3y^B'iE 
.DXBB*y2'iya,K *fi evB^yanyDiiK Tyan PK 
J^KD tsaBoya a'Diyo jyasn T O jyii 
,D3yD*i3B TJH3>B lie DDpyD Djn nypiv 
,DyD»a n pc DinKcyi jyaip T O lya^yr 






• • H A 
"•par 
• 
-yerpBO 0"3 nya» tyasn |VOK»>»i yirpR 
I jn PK DK11 pK .*VBK*I B1R11P3 ]KC3pM3l*P 
-i? lie 71 5BP«* PR ,50 >*PB* D'o ^nys 
,13 BfttprtJ * i 1P11P3 |W"i »m PK ?83HP 
.' XD3KTKD pK 5KyiD;K2 [ID 102 |1M 70 ,14 
•- v ( IW"JP .niyo p»p ayn T K 3MK 
a_n pK D»D*na oysy IKD onyDP j r p o 
iv PK oy oia M I PK .OBSIPIV yD3pn 
-jfoDWip jnpuiR iv ijRn pK 5po'n n D'D 
••i JPB'MI is D*OIP oy 33ns w PK ,O$RP8$ 
38J1 P"1DD O'JKD'K *iyn IK ,3Mfc ^K .pltf" 
,"i ">KD |KDy^ "lyuia K D^K Vivn BBIRIP3 
(K03K1IJC3) 14 5BPB> IK ,^pK' 0381 [PO 
-«BB K n»3 ; yaK-iB n os^ppaaK R' DBH 
jywa DIKT po«) pa^pn) IPVK W R - U H ? 
jpv*vco"\\ imysmacwnn 313P3 aa*^ 
-;ya»VTya»K D'O oMy ayn jjrjMvyajK jyatfn 
-J?0"Oyj^ K!3K y3»DlKT H J1D jyDPKB (?) JH 
DO 5BD3"p jyp'D IK ,B"1K '^D »1K »DP"DKD 
ipfciwr $Kt 5iuioe"»rwDj*K n DKT jyano* 
<« ,iya«n yosBpa n PK .tpcyjya p»noo 
:yp*»i»i*HK oanyr-ya tfi ,DMR DPMI oy 
-;KP iy'K03K-iRD oiv S« I I ,OKO$upn Dpi 
-.-BIDDER jpiiya jyt5K3y?jn n |P3"i [Kcapn 
•yn K IKD JPOIKU iv oipaspo n pa nyo 
cm ,oy VR 33K!» MI IIK .KtPByp-iye yiya 
:ynyj PWM ,o*iyp"D DIKP;»-I ,20 $Kp*tf 
ci 'Bpn nyp-np 1>3 H ifcp'a nycK '^cK 
•»n ,mpD |«p DO" ^KO V B 3MK ¥T IKB3 
•on* D*a main injnn no *«a H*I *M jpa 
:KC3yii3Bp D"3 tyoKay^yn jny»i .ofciKvya 
.RO«BPP-IPB jnpapn K -IKB oiKiipa jp3«n 
ami D5KPR^ * I no T D ;ynF! DKH p« 
*BP»5 ?p3*nB ' i iya'K Do'ooya p* jyaijn 
,12000 T * IK | ID a^cnyaoyo K D'D ,1 
-B^ya ,Dyiiy3K3jnKaya o*n jyo m oyiaws 
-3K3 pK 3»i iya»n ,oyny3"B9Kp PK ,t3Djn 
D»O ^ 5KPK5 .on^Dynyo3'KiKD 5974 iyv 
*ya D'3 ^1K DKH yiSjMi ,DIMO»D 16000 
lip aaic^tMnK I« jyaKipy; o»n , i y c « ^ 
iny IK D*O ,10 5HPK* «a .oiayoyo 2389 
"3 .433 OD'BWi tya«n .onyaoyo 9000 
-oyo DD y^n m lya'ayii paipi 35 ?KP«5 
n«. ..onajrvbsn PK jyauya 5'»nD3K DTya 
lyoKay^yn n om .lyoynyo DO typiKT i»o 
• 
10 
50 ,41 ,#> ,5G ,20 ,38 ,25 Ml D*KPK* vvu 
,^y'Bt?"a DIV ,3H3yn"T D*3 pic ,13 pK 14 
PK 71 ,65 ,49 ,46 ,22 ,21 D^KPK* *i |\B 
nvw viK anayor iva^i ya^yn ,minjK 
nyoa'K ' i lie yn^n n pK ^ t jya^ia p» 
DKT ;y^ynp jnyan pc O*MI T K .^K3K»2"»3 
-«n ,DJ«P«^ yoanipDTin H pc ya3K*: 
n n»ja ,y3Knc n 0D'Dfy33K 81 i»*na jya 
[ya«n (yDQKys myn;K nyn^) Dnyojnpyc 
-in nyn jyp'fiy3»nK ro 'H IKD \wm OK 
•"1 >KPK^  jyO'liyS K PK ,^ y*DB"*3 D1V 
;yisny3 iy3yayaBK lyo^Dc 400 nya^K jya 
i j n nyaH ,lwy3KT yo^oc p'K p'p , T D B I 
.jm^nya Dp>c,y33'*iK DO PK BKoSmn 
TV OWKO. 10 D«O t'H ya^yi) ,25 ^«J>K* 
-3iK ,ya'»a"?p K PD fyiKiiys ;y3MmyT pn 
" I K ya/osyc K IV "y^yasoiv y i jyo ,ny3 
,OTyatajyo inaypita ]u*$ianyx pc IB^VKTOKS 
ui*n ,$K3KB»"3nyD3»K i n Jin yD^'n i n t>»o 
-nys iv ?»noaK a*DM3 IKD jyaioya 0*3 IBS 
^ytryao D"a pK ,bnaynyDin oyi pR jyc 
f«BPK^  po iyoK3y^yT y^K ivavn incaimaRp 
*'! ^D^eypnyB inyayn K iKD-Do'OK'ya 25 
.aaia»b i)i»\ iy»*3y3 o»a ipan ^JK*I iva«n 
DID tvotfWD MIK jya*M »»l — BIB*0 T*R oy 
•ya oy |fa jyo^nayay^yaaR y^ RpR? j n y n 
- " I I V B R oyiyo3'R aoya « i "3 o»a i n tja>D 
-Rio ya»»oya^ R IRD oia^o | » R IRB i n [yo 
Tjn ,IKDDK3 pc 3G pR 56 ,73 O5RPR5 
n m ,oa"D Tyv^y 3MR .oo'ccya o*a jya 
n IK .jyjyaKT jya»n lyaRopiR^P nyaKoowa 
-yay3 P»IOD tsfriity 5R? ^Raij^^aiyos'R 
K-O^D RT ORH IH0D83 .myo B Oy PR ,0'S 
IBoy5 Jyp'DE' K DMnva P ^ I I V / D " * yn ip 
DD»MI n PR ,oyo83 nsy ooy>j ynn»R o>o 
-ys O5RH oy ORM , iyciyo3iR ojn 013 r3K3 
-ya pinoo (yii ,iB»v»p*D i j n J*« D3KD 
,DO iRa i«a .DiMiiya. fyiiya O^BII o'Bya 
I'B.MK T * tamViyD iy3"K :mv yo5n 'H 
' .|y&"iiv 
D^llpunyB J^B3 0*380 "R 38 5RPR5 
D*a D"» p'P Dip PR 3PM jyovy? in'R pc 
-0"p3»a»?P KIM D^D lyonyaiyD iv yi DKnya 
;. 
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* -t> c m I B W P ; . \v* -0*3 c m treacpppa,. T p a w a p3 ' te? HE ?V)»$9 S i m a w s 
. . . - ;BOIBE r*o "lira ' .D'TDn P C O D ' J 
,1P3B0P*>K!>? I p i IB /U"i31R« « DP PR W>V3 pR DVO*RB U«n D$U P2?P! D«T 
*w o*: "ft \sp , IKD"- ;BB -un oB'imps'K WBP-C P R .IRBDRS P R JDTDKB y i x D«H 
o^rpfi (ik pxtewrxierm BIB IV ivjnKiiy; -BH I P D B O P I R ^ ,_i w n TPVB^B P ^ B PK PR 
B IBf'K'DBDDB *lpt IS JIB ^PBORIB Q1V .IB'31* PP1BDC B pK bvi»3B31K » | |M 
. 
Tl D3"V DRH "IPTVH IB JIB ; DBH [PDP'E 
*>P"3„ I i n pfi DOl^ RP H PB D'lTK DEB 
- y i " o -p rMrmi Tin PK vifyw ,"OD«E 
*~ pfi ;p?n»epj n ,33i3"o H : B D^PJ 
?PP>E Dlfl PC .JPCKO 
PK D811 DB"! U1KB IPOP11 
IPS BSPYWfi W * S (BIT-'K 
,tnmirappE>3Ko-2,ip , - "3 BKU 
, ;PEB5C OIB~ iWPP iKNojtfm u w p i 
t(h p« 0"V "IPTJT IV JPP'ODD CIR" IP-
,DP 2-,HB JPOP11 .IPPPD O'; cp;"p ;BP C B : 
? nnv w w i i a DEW PK JPDIRI IR 
PfW n J1R npSPE" H PB ODIK1;! IPD„ 
*«IB B ]B T ' DyBPB^r;:^ ; HtfStSWD "PB 
0*0 ;B"D c*na *$» n D?*J^ IPO pM *BP8s 
.TP 'C^B rr.iv ,ni3K?-2 ,^p2 *vn , D P P ^ B P 
P « I B tm P R man to cp i p W W yappr. 
PP1B E" « PB 
v;p;"B in*B T*n ov3'Rn jmRtiw PK »I 
• J p n i npo'K oifn IPO ,IP)BI w Bt .OERIP 
'pi "ipoo'R OBTI" P:I-IOD H ,DBO **vjj)a»Dyi 
.BVBPB 
OPB11 IB*3V 1P3*0VP' TpT O'D pK 
"."PR O'D *il ,t3"VDK8 P3^PI DB"1 V * D»llp3 
tf *(ilK B"! r » O^B" I»D .1P3:P31BE PT 
PK ,;3*^1PT pK PB 0"-12 IpT pK OP"1DD 
iWtfKiiiS^ p i r c x . i y t p H "3 D^K« jp.o 
.iB*:v P" j B ;P*I2 JIE D"2^B npn pK ODPE 
-ipjiK DBUCP !3I»DKB D«n ?BO IPtpn nw 
IPCm pO PQ3'l?P3 1PT pK DPDVD1K11 
WTKfflC B o n v ' w w ^T DKH DP :*l"Tn 
OB" '\^ IKJ",B'DBDDR D^VT.C•l3PP013Bt^  
^BPBDBIB 8 JW"D IV IB'3P h IP331K11VP3 
TIBB3 B ,BKC iK^:p 5Bc;jnpcjnB t3*o 
nBllCw PD^PIB ^B3 PK ,IBE»»-U)'3nB 11B 
D<: ^B22"P eifn IPO P3?pn pE / innK* 
•DD1K11P3 D*; pK DTPHP3 
P« -1TJ"K TP1P" J ^ B IP3"» " I w-DnPDBO 1PTJ1K 0*0 OTDKB r> B*n P»5:31B JK 
^p"i i?3Bn K&WI „**an'oiBo P3'?"n» «T -»V PO?B PDO n PK ,IP2>PII /UOBDPIK^P 
BP3 -V .DTPEKDP3 IP:p> IPV3B3 '"K CTK "2 TK IP3KT IPO'K np D3P>E .JPD 
,-^BPr H pB *7 OBTKll IPC .IB'3P 1P1 IV C1R .JB^V i m JK JPD^nV3« ^'t p p B 
"10 IP"? fl-'AnWH V I 3P^1V CTK, ,DB3 DPT "DnpiP3 H 1PDHP3. IP3PP 
C3B PH -1PEB* ; IIf'V8P:B3^K "MT. Vt PK ,5K0 P»K O'D ."0B3 OMR nKB JP3K0 IV 
...DPCB3 IBr"K'3tfDD8 Pr*0D'3B DPI IPBB0PPV3, IV 1P*1BV,P3 IP0B31PB DH'K 
iP?jn 33'PBll JT.PT31K 0"2 DIIH B "«D iKOSnPJri PK 3BD3BO IPiy> "0B3* 
1PV3K3 PE fB ,n»V ^-"8 -1 IPftW OBIP-H -D«P3>3»^P JHK'? 
13*3 f t 0!Bl> DP pK IB D*3 T» D2*in " i r p ; "POininKB YI IPP.P3 "1P11B- !*K DP 
-"3'="1PD'T PB ^POIO 1PV3B3 IPH »B .D'lK *P3 3K0 P'R 1BD 5BT TPDBDPIK P^ B T8 ,IP^ 
DC-iRV. [PC !B JWTOTW** 3'0^K113 T'R IBC TIPIHPB Dfl^ K B^T V3^ P11 ,IB*3P B IV IPIPH 
t r n , pE fiHBV ^ tB ,-ySVC n PE 0'3 ODl^pB D» |Wl ^BD IP^P" JPO'O pK JPT 
-o^pn-pc Bft*vnga*M PK "DPD"P T P J I B P O npc I'C'O EB^P B lP33B^ljn IV ,Dri'K.Vt 
SflVrmyO I I^K JW I«5p 1-1P1 3'DP=0»: ..."jnODB^K3 n D»0 1PD3HB, pK P 'DpB 
Dip ; "0?0"0D3^RP*l. "T IPTP11 DPD"P - ^ P ' ^ K , , TJH 'H in«» "11 1^R3 pip 
pfi po»'^ p-^prj'it ips jns r P^PB PPiB1: 8 "IP03'.R "0JHJ3B9P, IMBOplK^p "1V3 
'2 'tmrVWHOD, IP3BO IW DP^3lT«n ."DP-VIP-.PESBP, /OPIM^P. ,-JRPKDBIB,, 
3 PV3B3 *1 TR ;D"'P3*;,^P |n»P5 pK T.IIV P3^pt« 1B3 PK ."DSKP'nlS^lK. 
"« ^ R i p -ip-t *>2 "DPK$-;pn„ n nnpo c : jpp Wo ! IP^RBIKD .DP"1DD p'P 
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• _ m 
nypnyn wyoiw on«? nyi '12. 
n <**>* in DUBK-n in'K S i n n a . :yo 
D*3 tnyo awfrwc ;v:yp I'D ,Q3im VD»?3 
•j»*na oyn onyiBB WB DBII OBI ; ipanp 
? "ivnKc »n imm DO iyj 
•KO JTWODI^DBBOBP |»p BOO PK oy 
.•»3«OOVIPD pK PIR^P ynyoiR »n yc 
D$*t in*R BBC |JJ35»» ,0'*v nyiy* IV 
so 5BI lyD^siK ijn 5)PB»n ,iysnyj DO 
-»»y« lyniK pK DB*B H I%) DO .lyjymyo 
D3«n I'B*IR f'ypjn I'D'O p w Dnyoc IKD 
«a .EKC. cyn jytK -^iyB is 3'DiyB PR pR 
iip iy-iK nija. pD ysNiD K iyo*R PR DTI*M 
n «). ]nya W D«ipa TpOD'i r s ny ."DO 
DSH VIK p:npo H iyoo*K orvy pK "o*o*i> 
t»p iy jy» w Dim iyn jetwan o$yn H 
•«wn, pK Dnu» I"K ,I«T
 P|lpM> VPIBDC* 8 
.*8»DD*Tl 
Twwn D"W'DDtiDBOK(v po wny-iB H 
."t?B3*D„ 8 ST 
p unvn iBor pa yoy^BiB n PR S I 
^*rw is jyo^Bniyans Di^.yiyi38 ns3 
I"K pK jyo^sn lyoksys lyn no .IB'VK* 
"l iy?"TDo iv DD3BI pyt»5 »i iyn*y;»8 
"jn pB D3"5a oy pR ,ow*$ PR Dosm in 
.DO D^Bl 1*11? p»p 18^8108318 
WRB TPI ivinuj nyoo'R pny PR DBI 
-yrsopiKSp nyi ;yn ,D"roP33B3*iya i n PR 
ss 'ii ^"53 st .JBOP ypiRoc 8 osnys DRH 
-;B ;ya DBn WOP 8 jyiBuw oy^nsys PR 
can jy-moBOP iv .lyaaoyp iy [y33KEy3 
D m jyoy^s nf Dy t» ,5KE BIB v w DS3 
:PJ'DI^DBBORP nyoiK >•*?*«" ,iyi«ny3 
~8 l'K J7DTD R m T583 ntB .lySKDPlK^P 
8 !W3RBy338 TT Dip ,IinSliy3 DVP3B3 
n 'ii onsi pR ,D*ID PR |yay^ tpiR *IBOBP 
-uya .E» .3 .y m ,iyv,y3 TVPIBDIB' ns jsov 
-»6 .OTinipa ^8nD3yoi^ 3 /IKBDRP pD8e*i 
iron 110B jyD t»R ,.^ 3 .T .K ,18D^R(?n iy 
T I I R in*R D«n jyo pR yovD "iin pa jpn 
inn oiip .oinypiyB .op3»*3 p& lpsnow-
,W»3i» n m lynys 'iypisoB' I*R POTD *n 
••'Bey H ,ony^P3 ,nRii(? C'PRD .P .3 .y m 
1H pB triBUPS 110B pro I'K .BP PIR P^ ~lV 
"Jtt'R [8*yKt'3R31R 1 PK M»3$ 13*3 .I8*3V 
I'K i8*3i' ip i IIB pR .nVByfif ]ns jy3'^ 3y3 
. 
-iy3iK dvn iy PR PR iy3y>3y3 PK yoDR»: 
JIK .yoosys n D*O .ISOP nin o*o iyiy«is 
|yD^8ii P'D3»iiy3 H |yn .^BPB^BIB J'O'O 
-iy3iR *i D^KII ,Dn*g'ii8 ^8^ inyy lynys 
•0P lunva D*3 IKBH'P'K *I*IR o*,n3iny,iB 
•P8183 a y i D'D D38PV3 PR Dy i y i l ."1P3 
yi?n*8 yiyoiR JIB POS^KS^DB PK "iyo 
-tyiny^piy 03" ^  oy tjn typ nyi &**& 
8 nyoo'R n'R njn I*-K DB*imy3»R 
:*yo*iyn iy i ."-)yp'P„ 8 IIK *ny*3oVi3„ 
nys nyDwV|KT,iy33'B nyn jyTR 8 op*n„ 
•ynBiy3iK t» JXF** "D38n yy383 H •yssKf' 
pB p*U0'*iyOP8"l8D DBMH *T PR D"n31H 
PK oy |yn 1'ip in*K oijn .jyroyo ynyuiK 
-iv C8P?SB P8.*iy3^yn ,jyTK K lyDKioys 
•»n DO Sst iy3?yn ,y38^ pM D*O pnyns 
PR iy:K^P» iv ^ t PK oy DSH qnn IP3 
?>P>P,. 
VB lyo'OiK ya^yii ,"oy^ip JW*WM„ H 
-jynynBiy'"^yi'M J8D B t*n ^yonyo 8 
.o^yii *iyn HMK *iyo**3iK yoo 
-ynsiyjiK po DBDJITIH iyi PK Dyi3B"ia 
*T 1KB ,0EK1P-3"10 |«1 PK 08*1 .O'VlSyT 
iyo «nm ycD82 IVT PB D^njyny'TBiyjiK 
oy (IIRI jyo .Dinypnye .iPpyiy DO v t 
jyaiRT ISOP R iia yoosys *T ."|WM$p$im» 
- i iy DV *n jyyuiyo'iR oy m iyo*n PI^3 
•lirvDpyT 
|yii ,yDDKo iyn pa D'TuyiynBWiR H 
-0-58B VI D'D D33"13 ,Oyi3yiiy33.B 3*D3H 
,"DyDpyTiD*o„ IPII ; iy33iiyDy3iya .one* 
yDDKo n |yii .ys'Rii i n D*D ORT 033**13 
*piKiy3**ippR oypyiiB'o o»tf lyD'ti' IB U33KB 
H ,Diy*iy,!i H ivaiRT fin .ojyn y3'*53 n 
H jy3«r IIK e*»nip o n iy3»n .yoosys 
»8 ,iR5c,Biyo3,n IDB ,IPB8 10BJ tnysoyo 
•yn3 8 iv lyin'D 00 Dyn ;y338^ ")ya i n y t 
im iy ii3 ,iy33iiyDy3iyB vs ,c3'ny3 imyo 
jyo DB1V ,D8"I PB ODtfTPD V^ 331DD'inyB 
,ony3B">y IMP D$n 
nis i \vo ; CIR-IIP tvaifn jyo ^*na ly-iyi 
nyi iP3ys 33i^yor 8 jyonys iy noio jyaBn
 % 
•*K IR pn jyo no iy3B OBI nnR .yooRo 
"31R pB f'y'B*!! .38380jn ]**p 0*3 ,0D*?8yi 
-DRO nm |P38i iv |y3Rii ly^yn yooRya y-iyt 
m m 
i 
p i e . u . i - . . . . . . . . IS 1914 , T K U N ' 
at r* .OIPD-ER <*i \x *noiv i p i Derive i u ,DP TK raw. :iP3$io'3 VRiStfyiiw^vi 
TV PDDKD Tin D'D Dip JPS 5'M1 .lKCTITl Ip l TRD IP3K* « OS D"V H D»3 PR DVP 
;-E OCR" HKJ pR P'D'^KS ttfP'BW act* 
.-post 
PDDKD "^in C D PR JpD ; DIM iP3'!>3"$P R D'3 PDKD i p i D3KI DKU 1PDDKP3 K 
-*HD pR IPDR tpupa D*: SKD p*p 
IR .IPSPIB "Uf»p5 *wn Dim ,DP DDIP m 
-;'K H' |P3"I PDDRP3 ^3V*P"iiyOJ,K h 
Ipi ? IVDDK3 n " 3 BOUmjfi RT .TP I^BBS 
•DPD n "3 t»tf3 PR w p TK , P R TPBO3P 
TO n w p D3'*rn ipp*iH' V3 n pc Dip-
;p;*'T URDCIV jpm pK 3'iV.r ;w ,D5KP 
rL"2KP3 T,RR3 D3'BC*n '1 Ml P1P13R p'P 
"Mf DIP "P^RB Dip* JP11 ,*«D JP1P' f"'11 
iP3«n .Dpppnro D»D IPCS* IY iP33RCPa 
JP2lp ; D'D PD^Rp IP3IOFP3 PDDRPS pi 
KIID ip3«n ; PDDRD "an TB iPPRisnm 
D*'P3':>DIRIID3K->PE * | ipcnp: iv DR-ipa 
•T «v* rtPB DPI OTipppaD'iK osn \y$, pK 
-DP 113 ,D3'P3 i y i X D P 3 " 1 IP DK11 Dip 
-'IR T'K IP IK ,0 'Dljn D3"Y .DP1P13R D»1V 
TPT PD P31D **l D'3 ,.1310 P3P3''8|t!V JPD 
IP DPP3P3 | » 5 * D'DIPI pR IK'v!tt»3KJ1B 
.i«'3V "Ipi IP3P3 JP3P131PB K 
;p?jm iv : F 3 K 1 E *i ~n O ^ P D P DYP ' 
.PDDKP2 D?K !P3KnPB tp-tfll PD"* jn»»lK 
pH IPOS I'M D1P3DID n D'D JP?PU P3?pV, 
y C K D ^ D R U DR1 JiURlD'llR DBK pK ""IE 
Vf-.'K D'D aannnmy i"o ps ? D'3 D^PEp; 
P3'Y3"K n IK ,D3"V"iy3'K TR p3 jyODKC 
I P " : !p:»Tp pK »i D'D ]np:ix:« 'n 3Pn 
[PJKI "I .JPClf "1 D'D p*i IV I'K ,'HDIV 
D*; ,^D'D-.PD3'n in* D'*m»n p:'»n n 
.PDDKF3 5 W W 3 W K 1KB -52 „ , , „ , ^ , , , ^ ^ , „ p „ t , ,E j ^ ^ . 
• 
-p3 ^K^"npD3•K n iPS'T'nDipc IV 
-ip.-I jp^»nD ;pD"np3 ^ip DJ>sn ^ D D » 
. r imip p 'p HO'J t'K DPI n'W pK "nfiit?B 
-DKO. i p i o»o IP» B"-itr ? iP^ Dina D»II ,ia 
"SiW38r"J~lPD:'K 'T D'D 1PD311K- : PD 
IP3PP ?K: ;w'sm*;io"i» ipiaiK DIK 
jny*:i»f \s\vo ,TPii"tpJ pK IPTDD*I 
blVmVB PV IPOEPIP PJ'HPD PK PD'3 
•1 p* ^»l38'F"3TPb3S( IP ! PC PODKP3 *1 
"KB p*W [P3»n ]PPD D>«?IJ^ n Pfi PDDKP3 
'P ' l tPTPV. D'3 1KD 'D'^ KB S-'IP'T p * ,'D'^ 
pit DiP 'nc H pD ODtfD3'*KP3 ]\X DTD 
•P'D^Kfl p'P iP^P'fir D'3 pK iPD^KH 
D«n iip'jpaniD i P 3 " i r ipp'DTi i j n 
D3'3 P?KD P'P IPr'W IK ,D3K1P3 1K11 YVi~W 
.(PDOn JPP'IIV '11 TP33*> ^P'D 'UK D'3 
KT D'3 rpaip pR Dipii D"x ip3?pnm pK 
1*tn K Dip 1P3^ P11 .JKIIPB K DPD3WP3 
-IPDOn *T " 3 '11 ,iy»'5 P'P D'3 I'D J'VRD 
"PD Dn3PllP33R D'3 1PTP11 P^ KC P'P " 3 
D5K DD1R11P3 131K " 3 |P3"T V3>P'.l .1P1R.1D 
" 3 '11 "D11R !PD3'n„ p.K "^R^D'DnPD3'.1„ 
npE"^lB"!?'Dn R DB'imP3'K ,TK R .I31R 
C3KT D.TK ; TP3KD IPV31P K IpD'K I'K ,TR 
-'K |K J"! ?1D 'D'^KS H .-IBD'P DPPPHBTO p K D^Pll PV3R3 H mK3BK JPP IP !R ,T t 
P3'D3T1RB ,P03P3P1P3C'1R ,PU3"^1P3 ipO'lR DP3"P IP D1B3 D"p3'5pTll TPT pR 
JHK pK ^D 'ETPD3 'P P3HR J3PCK :31K " 3 D1P11 D"V "P3*P! 1PT PR -p'^R T ' 
-DP'D ipa^pli ^ j n '11 DPD3RP3 '1IK IKHPB p 'P 
pnpD TPtP'T pC ?PP'D-.R IPDD3P3 \%lt) ^'VTPT13PtK 1'R ,fPV3!P p 'P DHBDCnpS 
pB D"3TK *% IP3P11 l P 2 " i r T O IPf-Pr D'3 DHPDnPD pK DDR1D'3 \ft? D'3 D?»ll 
p ' 1 1pD3'H ^RPlJDIpB PDDRD 1P131K 3'IK -P'D'^KB IP^P'Br IV "IPD'^P 
i « ipow -p^pii ,B3prfz psr^wa*!'" ^ir» pcpapppa «t O*«II ;?2«n>*& 
,-j'z;-c B*0 r : ? : " * ? ^ ! * V s#n ^j;V-« ,17:070 (f JTZ7- "»«B 7'V. ^itp?^ H 5<J'' 
i i"-a j * t f ^Vf'P"npti ' i t -,'it ?7e;P72 " i J737P cp'iTsyipps 'wpifi .a»:ii« 
. iperwc ^HJ 1 ! 17- ' *•: \TVTm ' " TP*io oipaopo 41.50 
UILIJUIIJUWIIHM 
• lypign Bjjreiw D^T^ njn „ 
e w e n« ojy« ya^a *i IMB Danp,p?BE 
! yj'Hn w iB'VBpaBsnB *1 
•J8 ,08 ?mv Km iv IJI'B D3Bi DBII 
w i p jyc ,n5iB3 n «a tyttfttnya pic D«n 
•sBya H jysip ,Dy?« c»na *>y3 n "3 pis? 
ao ]yw5 pR ^K3B'E"'J-WOJ,K nyi po va 
•wwimrx i jn .D'a '^ jfoanK ! RtfR .iv 
y^J»nK PK 5KPKOR1B CIV DB.1 I j n pK ! *B3 
-o"iyw»H i j n iv IRE",R,DRD;:R "»yi pc 
! yi3K3 n ma lptMvm .taavc* 
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D'oi^n own PB nwo'naw IK PK .iyawn p t W$P* w%* 8 iwa T'K DIJT ,DKO»O«B 
i p i po PK B8P PB v \ onyoinyo — ? T : -WW* W *» IVDMI oy «PKT jyo JIK ^ K O 
B8C PK m TK IB ,TO T l O'Dl^n .H3KJ-0 l'« *« 0?Jl» .lycyB PHK DyT pK 01,10 jyo 
o^wn T K .jyo»n P-K P B 0 ^ 1 p e s o n pK ?pw rtn? . C D i'K m opaia DJ^JDMI
 ( W B 
-yen iwnyoaMi jyaKia » 5 i W H ijn-liH y P« D « P " " D*"1 .IV>M &"o I W »•»» !'« »« 
,P3inp B w * m powa ,pw«c H PK oyp r*0'^ W? « c ^ l1D — ^ M , M V 1 v ' n i f 
*pas 
• 
p'K pK Tt jyo^Bn jy^T3 H .0^3 uny3 "t 
iy38iaiv p i r 3Kn T K PK .ivsjna 
oy o^W" #03"-n . 8^0 ,iy&T3 oayo 15 IKB 
VI*K oo"ii .oiHoy* -.yaw ,oiK8ya o»a T O 
-)KO""IBW ly"1 >8 .nwo *i lynya i'K ,^ip 
yaya^w ,iyi»T3 y;ya"K jyaya OBiBiya p 
iynnB 5wt iyo o^w^ya K P H own ya^o 
jyo^aiyD iiK DKO'*OWB-B"B BC^KB ?i )yoy 
i'K pa^n in'K .a">?B*P8n n o ' o jyo ^wt 
-aw T i oyn jyo iB ,iya'02'*i K jynys p i c 
't oyii DKo»08B*i:"B yi-7KE n o 'o ;yoy 
' o iBD |y^*i3P IWB 8 lyuyoin \vsvi> 
( 
"IBB IX IB3"1 3313B3XBW3 J1K JV'XPK «?»»»•» 
•W0"aiK Tm"3P n lie ya«5 *i IBTPOB: 
pfo** H |BBBOBPB3 -IBIV / i H f c w n pv 
xrevteyj D I P -BTDn'or a w » T f i « n p t 
-jrrw ix rKnp: r i8P TKB BxptB3 1 ran IB 
"3** n JW D"3"VK Tjn *tl TTO'OW BD3H 
iKfi e^Kn -HV^TD'H BS^BII .BXBIBJ D J B T P 
• w p n ^ t o n »B3"t .VBBT'V p« BDDB3 n 
H p t BOD3TB n -i3«> BB3B* pD BXBt 
•UMI*$'H'I BIB* pa pvptya-nc TBD"3IK 
T» . W t t IB3383B3 1V3 t'K nDH2KD ,138^ 
D*B nr*P* BP'O'^VB pB [yo58."lB3 DO DJp 
-»*:P *i pD yav? *i imyoysnyc ix S w o K 
ojm ,-<B D3»T , i m s ' 5 » i T W D " I mn 
•*or TB»K S™ TB urn ,iB3«r ix MHBJK v* 
"BJ ,D38C »1 D3»Tp "IB '11 y j 'UK "1B3V -BO 
TB n rwn . c x i v n "^TB^B 3MJBDB» IV D3'B 
n*l»n TB IB" -iBD^KnpJ D'3 38*1* 
TnycnBD iv IB D'3 ,IBIBII oJnpinB TBTH 
TBTW BMI DBIVI WW onvn ,iB3KniK yj 
OT» IV ,Ty3'T r38S T'K TB | t t .IBfcWVlB 
. » « • * » w o P I P TB DBII * I V ~ 
-*o D3'-,;p ,*BD'D p«v * i TV3«*K oy 
W i pc to'K Din tBBmnxn* *n . n o w 
. 
• 
B38? »1 IB*iVDP2nBD nmV ,D"31K 
*JV*JP T i n : y t e w / I P T W 
T T D T B T ' J P iBn 1KB . i rxv t ' 3 
03"XB3D'nv y t P 'D'^VB Dip T3K5 
T pK D"3tK H .^HBTin TBD 
33B PH D3VDP3 D1B11 D'Vl IB! PV 
i'K iy .|B3:u3'iB3 BC"-\»D'3VD31K TBO3IV 
T T B 3 Bryn m ,33nnnony po w n y s ' K 
JP3811 1*3 ,33*0 '1T8 p e t a l ) * \fip\\ IB3313 
T i n i¥3 t» .inytKriBB IB5BII I B O ^ S I K n 
1DBPB3 to'K IBtBH " I IB3BP !r*"',3IM"W 
D^rurrun D I P ^»TE>3KTD pc * o m .JBO 
P« I ' P K B ** ^3P«D iyD3»DjnBD3'K Djn 
n'B«nM IB3'3 B3^ BH ,0BS1*C 9&w mjnsv 
" 3 D3W2B3 IB^ BTVO BTB"I I B ^ ^ ,Din*0 
«1 . a m i yr^Dii D3BDD"O ,TBD"3ifc*t)"n 
- " 3 1 * TBDB3 IB^H ."»B D3MT .IBTK BP'Dn 
.'1VOPB0 pK 1in,,W JS"fDBl P* T t " 3 IBD 
t r a m - n n IBOUBS IBDXBJ TBI 3»n v* 
n m j n s n p o pn , P O " T p« tnmB3 im 
"iyn3V3 |B3IP IB331D»»» BT'lMXJiriC 
TK .DtBsmBB T D Dip pH o o n r pK B"iy-, 
*• .D3VDBTBD3>K T'H '1 
DB3B' DP31B t» ,DTOKI 1B3IJ Dip Dy 
PK IBHB3 BDTKTPJ ^'K 3VH ,IB3nKDTin2 
P« [BDDBPB3-P383 H .1^3 lBDnB33B P3K2 
.n»nD Tyn pw iB3"i K 8 y i IBJBDB Unn 
T» D^viB3 Dip ynin D'KPD'DD MI *IW pK 
D3BPS3 TT» V* SIP .TBS'n K 9 |B3'W3« 
1B3IJ J3"X IB! PK p'llV PH IX |BI"11B2 
| " p D33*yim PTl^p p3»3 Djn 3 lp V * IB'' 
IB Dip ,n5B3 n 1B3B3 IX TO DKDP3V ,PBt?2 
"»3TB?T VO IB3B3B3 pK tPX'X.(BD'SIBH TD 
RjBtB? IX IB? 
. T D v « o a m o ,"nwra JHBD*3 K . 
,D»11 5»D 2 PK Wlp 1KIP3B1138I1 
1 ,|BDn811 33ttf [yfilKT »T ^81 T K 
Dy ."!P3'DBBtriBC V*V~l D'KPD'DD "IB3'I 
DVH ,D"X P'DI?. K wwn 
"nPVriBDSlK IB'BKB 8 D338^y" 
— ?"tiya n t '8 iKii pH — 
-D1PDD3BP3 IB Dip — .I^Tpl D*n — 
1B3W ,3'nnsiK nnyi iB^8"B3 p s y n 
^'•n;B3y^TBD p*o DPTBDBS D I P P T I ^ P iy^ 
D»3 VO IBP IB t 8 ,DTnB?P"IB TO Dip pK 
B3'JOB IHB33TT lie 331t"113V H .jyDH'" 
nsv .jyoipys ~6vi *i IBP T * "un"ic .isy-
B'18 .B^BOyX 8 D338^1jn TO ]BO Dip ty 
"16 1BD13H IB3nCTf33V iy»P3 I'K Dy IB3?BH 
-38 IK pw iyny3 iyo"np3 T O D I P iyo pH 
«|1K BH'n n I'K IBD1K11 pK 331 '^»nD38 "iy-
;*a VM t8 ,iB38t ix jnpa'K I*H DB .n^B3 n 
•D'DO »ni ,Wlp IMP3yil38P P« iyoipB33» 
TV jnyn p*i tvansy pv lPD?8ny3 ovn VP 
-383n« IX IPD'IK 18 .IBDUD3B pDTBl 3«r 
ovn ,IV'3i* 8 pv iBD"3i>rD"n n un*!, 
?V» tBD J'D3ni TVD 1B05VAB3 VW KPD'CS 
pv . i rxpw BE*'D*5VB p v ^»nD3B IBonv: 
*1 lBP3"irj3 IX BXB1B3 1BT.TD3TV1 lyHB^  
IB33133nB3 BTKD'38d IB&KP ,D"3nVO"r! 
*n *ivc prvTuaw pv ,D"n I B I PV »U « : 
-p i * D1D*3'D {< 
. n sv^ ro" ! po Tpwvtw pv novsvo 
pv D3'5"noB3 BDcnB n VI IP3»n »5lhi 
•3"V D'3 I'HPD'OD D>D IB3*71 »BDV3B1 iy"! 
Tpl tV>Xl3 Ml D3«XB3 IB3«P "» 
[ . . 
* — 
• • - . - -. 
'* 
"»yp"Wi DJJID-IW on"!? njn 
-;s *iB3 ap>o T « m #31? MJB .OIBB^HBK 
*T IP31#B ,PCBB i m B'B ipnpn iv iP3'in 
DD«n r>« -iP3* .iscrvfi iv iP3'W3B ITPD 
B ^ Ujjni 3MB B3(jpp3 BBA JPB ! jptfivn 
o»m .IPDP iv BTPHWDMB »r iv3ijn njn nn 
TO B#n JPDP B*3 "ip"» ,B5*B ! |pj»n TIPD 
;ra'B I'M iwri'n Tin 1P3B ,B1BBP3 BO 
! iP)«»;« PTiV BMD B I'D 1MB B3jfo B3B3 
!V;P>D .jpnpn ipatjDD 3P>B TM MI M»« pB 
VM ,pniP3 t'M »»D -un .|pe»rvn IPBBBD »M 
...)VBB^B:« 1MB IPB-IBT lip pa 
•^ BD *1 B'D :>PD'B» H — .1PBP3P3 T.VM "3 
..!TB 1MM |PV3B3 PB 1>M DBD^ BBBTpiD P? 
BnPBBHpD ,IMC TH 3$ri "»P3B DP3P' 
"P3 inS IV3BH 1P3B |PD1B .BHP3P3 B'3 fl'l 
B^inpacMM BBn BB^P IPT ."SMMP,, BMB 
. - j juar p?B 
•W'M DKtt .DPI IP3PPB3B T'M DBn BB 
5«T TM iirau p'p ;B»n ijn pM (pnpa ,BJBI 
VB t»p ,1PMP3 1'B niD -»tn ! 1P3PP B'3 BBT 
TK 3Mi1 #T .5P3"BD B np3'M BDlDPa IP3B^ 
PB jpv»t 3'nn jpapp pip -^K $pii oaKioya 
I'M 3BT ,T1PD TP3MPnpOB *1 TP3B .IP.V*3 
IT1PT31B *« TP3*$P >T3n? , W |P3'^ ,V'M 
183 iyT'3P PB"3BBP H |1D pB ,THBB ^83 
TODiniio H I B .Binp^rip TP . y n r o m r v t 
pfi <tf*niP3 IPBD13*B DPI B'3 ipa«n "1 pD 
rosapi ipn no J3i)pMP3%iB>3v-i"TB Tin 
P'P BB'3 I'B DP W ,E>a»VP3DMTB ^M DBA 
-»B 'T JPPMIV IBMTBPJH'TKT'TB pD *»•!? 
I'B npOMM ,TP-p>3P PC3BBC PB PE«3P**BB 
T«3TB P3"*P B |KTKD t'M DP IBM ,M'VP3P11 
IPDBfPP3 BB.T IKPJP113BP 'T .PBVU PBTP3 
IB IPPT IK DIB ,P"1B0 13PtMB B |P3P3 1Y 
JIB 1PT'3P PP'3P'?BB'M »T IV W 3 B 3 ™ 
"BOT-l'HB pD PPTB nPT B'3 " t |P3PPP3 
W 0MB i r u m m i .»r IPII IB
 fH3 ,oi'3 
*UB pM B'3 ftft
 tttpnpoK np^B T*ip;MnD 
H ^»t DIP D'BBI .]pTgJBnK « 'U Tjnic 
.IPDB5PP3S»1VM P3H3BB'B3*3 
.B"31RT3>*n }*D 5»*nD H 
TO BB-T ,5Mn ITD PPMM P3 TM TPT»M 
-*l »T IB .B3B»P3 T P W P B J M B ^ l ^ .MD^PB 
|Vin B B'O IP3PDP ^M BPM n»1D H3P 331V 
n po B3pTipnB T P I .MPB'BD Tjnna PD 
T3DP pB np'*3B'0 « PB
 f"«n»»3Bf 1P3'HBDP 
IB P3BTD l i n p;3mi ,B3PBB*1MB I P P O » ' I 
i pmyin BBnpa i*w BBH TP JJ»3TM*D' 
.r>n -K inscn PD 
I 
-lyo^aiK 
W 3 1 B "tf'HDw n tB ,TO B3Bt JPB 
-"V rtfiM'viJMMin inpi3B P B " P B ' B C 
•in H BTiH^PP3 JP3BH .BPHPOB I'M IP331B 
03B'31» PB"BD'5BPH3'D pM Pnp3B'Vl?BM 
-1BD P3MKT B'B |P'^BB'B PB |P'3BBP \"H 
-'vi3 ip'M B3papnp3iv ipaan » » i s im ; jp3 
•KD„ pB "IB'VPB PBPJTIH, IV DPnSB/lB ipo 
PM IBT
 #PDM r?M PM DIP 3MB .."PIBBB3 
"P3.BDBBV3 DP13B1B 1pnB3iPn31Bll lyitfH 
PM D'3 |1M lP'1BDn3'B P1P13B |j>K -|mB» 
DTI ,3BB'D3B3 3BB'HD ?'M1 .THB "lp*l"3P 
B3H3PP3 BBH (PB Ml DP*13B3 ,^V ]PD20 
,lB'VMna*p'B ijrp'Dn npn )ID y3BiD ">pn B'B 
B*n ,ipoi3 IPBVP^ pM-B^P^5'l!'P3 p i p MI 
[PJPll P3M1B H BTBB3P1 B'Mf y33B^ B JPO 
P17'3BBP pB PK»3P»5BB'B H |P1V3B)"lB 
.Tjn**3«' 
B3B5PP3 i»» DBH ,i<npjiriD pB ,BB!H 
1P3P'^ BB'M »1 pD ]B'VB^3'B'B TpT Jp3ptl 
•^t Tti B»n |p*p»DiB 711JJO PJ'HH »1 (* 
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•jtfTawmyE y * i » m w lyctft-ya truro - a m w u n y n "3 .iyriK n oaysyya > D 
3 »t5jtoTjn n PK oK-!Kyan?yo pa iya DO'SOYKC K V* bwpJn ny-iy wrt .mr 
ittjn K pBKQ&a* v * o w oy j M e ,inn»ciy V» 3«n Tysojro "DIKE K nyis 
n pB DTIRP lytDjjna n TK3 :K .W'Vtf "innyoaip MIK lyrn jyisnDys yiy*'K is 
a n D*D iimunyB jya^r ya*im .oavav 
.o:y.Tiy;x \mvi\ \tfxx .DK'iKDjnpyD 
lie yocKya n swam yams -«n a yaiaa* 
invtvrt t ips^rya Diyn .tawiKsnPVD 
nmfem . I O T D ? " i n n : iv yoswya "iiv 
.-.ya-Kya TWWK mn ]V".y: IMP* »>a t'K 
1* lyaKpnyoK p'P ,iy3'i pa VK DKI ,«»» 
."oiava i"K jy-tfn tw "J D^KN w*a 
-wo Tjnna Djyicya y n ajgj Din ^«a 
-3KB Ktfym preuya e$n *ip P a m JIB ,nir J 
-»ai* "iy:8pnyoK n jyayu rnyn' PT'DDSD 
nip va n nya'K ^ipDyaass p " ? y s . -D-** 
ctfw rw nwono paitfrya-wfl imim oy
 ] v o taw UBK Trtfct |1K "3:ID"VDP>KBW nyn 
tK ,-IKD cmSe- iK=nyrD i n . t » ! w H pc nto'trm [yaax'-v T.KB jnyiaiR -IKE iya** 
• w n ijn IV iym5>u»2»« yamc n tot *yo S ^ ^ s n n -,jrrK "WKP, w i v n o nan pc 
TWD^T Tin JIB t w i p ^D*.py;py ?K*iya 
ryaya rnntewsra avn ^ •!**>*' lyT^c 
prt«T p|PTW9incyo JIB yoDKya *1 t« ,cyn 
irrJoy iyo*iK iy:"P ovm .ya^ yrw hn 
PK oy -D*3 *n pay? i-c-sya iifvr i-w"-. 
fnp *M ;•« tsij a^n
 T l t *„„ nwsisn ca 
TKB ;nyr ^m v* >"« w n n -.K;
 fiynow 
cm iv *s* w iSDvii n« .oiKV: - '« fmaw 
.DOS .|y:»'v^Kiyi yra^K ^»: lyouyaJK Bhjni 
. yooay; *i IK ,9D9MQfa "'IK myu oy -yj JHI KC-syp-iys n iw ,i8*v^«iin p'K 
\ .1906 p« pi»«3sn PK pn twt jurama*? *n» inn >yDE:'fi p-H pn Irum DTyayn 
.jyDifTcy: ^ramaMP *n DTjni D ^ K - IKB onyrya aijn I*K .viip K oayo froDa'E 
*y: -.y o»n , aauyiwa war n«iD TVJSP 
(ynyi KI^K jyayp Tyty^ yTyra'.s .DTycoay 
jyaya |yaaio"s ya'TKn n niyn* yiyoi*r 
iin'DayiyiBinD'B «i MI JIK iyty^ FUPM 
jaiaynya hp3V I "TO n 
.jyowx-ya aijm iKcayvtaup n nyn"K 
pK t»K ispapWKP ty-i ^;«; ;KD:« ijn 3»in >"« .nyaaya iyny* IKE D:PD jyvaKa K 
PK By >:K^ ^yanyp ; - P D*a TK3 iimya pnn -va p't ^Kt DK^KDynpyo ijn m ,iy^n v c 
T« P>K .ivaj0|ie p« o>yp yiyo'a K iirnys im»oo'tpy iv iy5b*o n :»i$n iy i>o , T ? 
,^ yc*<" :'K :KD B H ;yi;»-:=iKE Dtioya a*n r»n Dayo ?yoE3*B K .D»'3T« !"t jsno PK 
;yc-,»- mnnuMp PK nyia &wwto 
*Pnynn PK ru»mi w»»o 
r>*- it* dtonvsmn T « S»M ,3an 
a^ K2*n« DjysirnaKTK j«p o:Koya 
a p ^»K .iKc:yi";«p ijn JUJ ycKiaKOKB s 
l»a iyaw pnw >im ^*K 3*W I» .oasiya »n 
•ff^v Dw-.T^a mrayiuK? » in« 8P»-sy=K 
,!Kc:y:i;«p »:* jyiwi v# cy »K .jya'^a C J -
PK T-K MOB ' i Tjt .lyasr iy*jm D'V^  lw 
T O I»K oy 4fC3K-\cy;D-iK JK jyvatt: 
CIK i rawtfn n nnavtstt&nm! jy»fttt 
.CKBC K "IKE uaKioya T« 
rya-a-K Daypy; D*a y>«« B H^ tasn^yo 
syo ;yaKTBU' ya^yn p» .yaKTB i m iyay" 
.DMnKoyipyo !IB DiKBjn nyn jypm $w 
iyp [ urn m ^a'nayoya -yaijn t y w T ,:-
cy >*MI ,B»^ aay pn c*D"i D^D jyoipD'iK 
-ya iyD"3TK J W P « W T B a*ajni -myr iya"i 
pa TK .jKPaynaKp o^a lyDKiDiyfi jyv. 
yf>Ka*»VK3TyD3'K 3 n 1KB iya8pE»y3 nyaw 
.CffpWatnB I'K "O"" rS"5aay : jyaKieu' 
*n D*iti jyo^rya yaKiB n 5i$i iyD 3MK 
ca pn»i ••: jriwnawKB \* - r
 # I IB3K1Dnw ; i n , p : ; P r>, M f t n , .oiyasyr; 
- V-?* JW »Bir^"« r w r^«lp*5t:V~ 
jKramuKP D"a ]ya»t oy &*^  ,PH'K- PK 
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— [IPXPB yco^i js ccynoysjK CBII„ 
;;ny*an PD POIKO w^mnptfsinjiH pR 
-V3T1C* lya^aiR p'P imrveann o^ a m«> 
yeoayn »i lyaRn spnyoR pR "no .yxyt 
pa PR aanyajn ysrpRiPBoyn I'D ynNE 
•tyuM yaiaa ,^m .tfiii TJH pR aaiayaxyi 
uDR-iaya taiR aauyaxyiys n OBH , T H D 
pw i38too»i |'K MI IPXI: a':yii MIS DPJIE 
E»lp IB'VPB yopyvi Tin 1«J .^ HDDP 
IPiyi oyn in'K 3MK* .a^ BEny iy'a»n in'K 
ipaip TPR DPM ,RBBVR pK ty»"io *PEPC 
".jyiaBD^un jnyoy: 
rs ,iRMti?»i)n N j y s u w ixi trvm oy 
•'PJWTR IX iyjrnctvstj inyo vr S$r |yo 
t« ,Diny?pny 2«n ipn ."iyo*,nN-c,,n n jyi 
nan ,i«'X^BTyn nyn IRD pfp*DV D*3 |yp VK 
O»M "iKDnyn ,iyjyaKT WajRii by 5yn T R 
i'K o»3iK*D"n P\< itPXRpasanR lytaiK pK 
DjynpytJBp pM ix DIK PR ,iyDB3-iUD jyxw 
*BI IPO IB ,TEKT IP01N11 t3'3 V* TIN! 
n PE yaB* n'ly-iyDyaiKD iy»n»*ptia 
.Tya"3TR"0"n 
u«n .jnin i"o wnayya a*n *pn jyn 
-ya mra pMiir "un HO wanRD ORay?jn 
cn»K DRn BRayJjn nyaRP'iyoR iyn w ,]yn 
-."io lyaRpnyoR nyi w pR .DtrRViya'R 
raw jnytyaDMR oxy ErvR o«n Dpaipav 
TPriK P3 DH'K BB.1 l|j&.BRll OKI -11 Cnyi3R 
Mim pa awn iy CRM r*R .pa ' to ouRoya 
•ya PR o:ipav nyaRp'-iyoR jyayn ooiRiiya 
•$yn ,iy:"KiyD y;yntf>pya iya"t " t »K .jyii 
iny» pM n^ya-3"iE*a,,K ya'in iyny-mD ya 
r-« -lyD y^n ,Dnys»:Ka ^yicyo pc Dirroya 
iya« .jyDD^KO'BKP n pD a^vpnyn DBT 
•aWh1! po vi^iys !'« taiyny; osn ny DKU 
tOKS^in lyaKpnyoK oyn po iRc;yii;»p 
cn»K D«n ,iyi.TD js^ar lyii'DKinyoaKP K 
•yii aaia^a ya'DX'K-i'3 |«i m .ua^xtys'K 
0'3 jynya PK Das^ av iy3Mpny=K n tva 
I»K„ — )» ,o"iyct33yya y* 3«n y n m 
e«n iH!?3yii3Kp H .tjcimva'K KT ?y^y pa 
-a^K lyoDpisuu- cyi oasow ovn 
, .INiraynatp'nyi *i*w Pin 
b3.i»ny3iv i j n w W r w Pa VR MI *im 
,DD»H DBT
 fiHtwain uniPB DIM ip"? ix 
VK 3BP.
 fDp31B D1X P1«P* V* IPD^n 0*3 
n:BUi."ix cyT ny3'« jynjn Jyts^yapyiiK ^n 
nyiaiN jyayn wan 2»n T« .BP'iyoB PR 
"t lyayaya pt< .NPJP !?R;8c,vjiyo3,K 
«t TKyCsn tj'i« .ynijOD'n npraw iix'pn 
•IN .dpuo'D ENtr-uyno jyaya nnB1 oiyiam 
^yp«n i3aycp:yta pN pK n»myi PM o»a 
;IN ipinia-$>D pb aau3"itw»3» n p p o 
»T pc mem n VBID ; » n 5 ya'DyntsvnKii 
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K I'D jyj'Eyj D1t3D>1P HMD in** mjn 
•"• nyn'TD .oay:? yD»noya 5HKV yo»na 
[y3"t oy .i33y:& p.R jyiyn iR3 iv.iya |ya 
iycyo R .iVBRjpB' pR DiyoD"s iyv,y3 
.jyoR^p jytyn iyB"nv jynya VH i3fi33R 
V^RT W»03^1 R |yi'R n jy5y»B8» yiR 
l^«3 .]y33i3yny3 iyo"3nR n PD 33RD3R PR L>yi3n3y3 |y«yj J»R jyaioys' DRA jyo own 
Diaonp "iRD inip D-iyiain |nyv"iyD u*= "P»MR D^J a«n jyo .yi'Miya myan I*IR 
"no R DDRcy33R jin»K '1 jy2*n yt"D^3*'vn .[yojyoisRo yo^R p'P |y?a* 
y^3 \^P D*; T'R Muyuya nyo^a-iR n 
nn^ R (vayn DRII DKT .yoa^ya nyn pK n«r 
oysa anyn3irnnR* ^yD;l^ yK3,,; cyi 1*3 I*K 
po n^iir »1 l'R ,[y-;siiy3 ojRonyi ou n«3 
p"V R pR ty2sn ya^yn /lypnuDOin" n 
po 
KW 
-:nyv3"3 PK DCTJ .jnyiyjo^nR DU n»3 
-y» yosnny^y'a n jyaijn bnmjvnnn' ]Vo 
nyi PR PR , i y rn rf jyaaRDysjR in-R jya 
•wi unyi3imnK' ;yiyn po JyoiyD jyovy^ 
y3*?ij"iD ny»"3iR iy3ioy3 pit? yr [ys 
y3*D"SiREr n jyagn ya^yn ,iyp>nRDDT 
Dnniocyaann y^nans aauynya nyo^aiR 
.o5im nyi nwc oaR-sya tUKPVa »t liR 
o»n oy .iyoipy:iR 0*3 oy I*R oa."? 
ly^RT ix nn«' a,v3Riiy [W »W'J) K lyouya 
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iPortaK j n r ' i T*a St« .unpoopVopDss 
T»K p* now ]"P fflWtt o»3 »iK?pr mn U p 
jtfpn TjfW K « DJ*C3PTP3 imw DO 
* n limps iya"T (PBK^pr n . i « n w 
-iopr D:?KDr ,iW**Pr omini : IPD-II*D 
l p yow? pnrn -papaaKEPa-Dap'ip pK ;PB 
' i .ipctf>?r DCKKO? n xt DIP,IJO ips 
"P13K rft p*t 1P3»ir *1 ,PD3P'1P3 DtKOP 
;P3"! W 3 1 K DnKDt? jtfpl0WfcPD3'K n 
ontor-vc DP - lpe t^r DDWOC n pmpa 
IPDB?pr DK*P IPIP'T 18 ,D03*Pt pfi T ' 
p* WVtovfo* c*"1 oftvBP* t r a m c o«n 
-TPT iw *P**B# cnv DJP3pnpa iimya D*a 
,P»>J DKDC*;K ,pvp:pa 'wnip»5 i m p "IKE 
IKC p$ttw D3Kn3pa .DEKnya oan ny ni 
-KfrpP H "1KB J311P13M PO'VU K .K01KB3 
"P3 PC"DK3KE n 1P1WJ TW PK PVPiP3"iPD 
J>5KB PB "IPHiPV 
pB IPDK^rpionK iimpa PK w^pp Tin 
PK P*KB PB jpaatfoKnya ptya^jn pte 
.^ PBtDPD p*P t'K inPJJ^TK DIKOPa D*3 DBH 
-P3P33K Vt 1*2*1 TPPTPH H f.B »00"b VI 
IP3"i pH tno pjo'iipa H pc Tyna>p D5K IP: 
pK impC^P PTp"t IV ;P33K3P3 DMD i'3s: 
•ipn np-J ipapa ipraJipyn DEB iPajfo "i pB "una*? .|jnipa o«a |P3"i DKH .n .&yo*n 
-K5PC n .nip TPT pK iy3a«awjp3"t BW s 
pK ^jra'n p« D»3 JP33K3P3 fll 1P3"I |PC 
DOS^PT IPDKJPC n |yn .my ipi pK DO 
V* WW ,PO*ID r«»» jP3»nap3 DO (P3»r, 
nm^pB H p« tnptfmipwnK DNtfnr? n 
•ma it .ni'n pi^n n TKB D ' ^ H B D K D5X 
Oilft ,D3«*3r-P'TO .D:»»3V T'TO V» IK? 
M«J nttt D^ n tai'Donpy pw iP3ip ,ny;Kia 
m > n » iP3Pa Of J«oonp T » i n r W 
,I»^KV;WVK ipD»3nH p'** IPJy" P1""P3 
-lpaiK zin jpapa e^potrpa I-T Dip ps^pr, 
3iK .wa rm n p B ^ v m w W*>sr*: - , e M ^ p n ^ y a r y a ^MN |P3«n y ^ i yc 
B jptseny e n D*t« PB 33np'3in -\jn npo 
^ps e*3 PK "aiBMWW 1p^ .RDIKBD 
opnijo-.y iP3"T <ipo"2nK) oo^pn H 
poms y:pn .jpo»^ pK pn»M 
D»0 lP31BP3t3BDr. CHf-l OD«^ pn •% |1B WD 
ajiM*5PD*i» H .DWJD'TP TKB inir 1055 
• • - • : 
©painaxor iPc^ai^K'vwD « 
"Sipc oSnipa pD•^ np^p3•DO^,pp3 
bSpun pravn «i J33'rp3 npipH ipajni 
a:POK131C D'^ PDIpD'IH T'K D»11 ,|P0*« 
-;OpHP3-*iyO»*31K IP3p*,l p'BJJtlJ^B p*» pfi 
LlpnPD?nPB. OP3PP3 D"3 IP3*H "t .JP3 
,D»f»Pl(DC"1»» J« ,i«!2 1P3"T » DI|n ^t* 
D3M a^p3 t>«n 1P35yil ,0*3^3 pB HYP ?P3 
3'.K T* ,OtfF Dl» IPOIP D3PPP3 /HPB^Pt? 
PE tP33KB3« IPO W l ,^ KI tf JpTTDr IK 
1 I K W ^T*l»3 T>« P * "?•" PDD3P*P n 
« 'W IW3moy3 331DDB3HP3 pK \VX3W 
.V* D^PP»«D3P 
CP^« W ,t'K Pn»PntD D'I'PDKDD'IK 
TTB 1W 0BKP3PD*11 ,iBT3pO Bin PK VK ,T'K 
o^-nn pK,iprnpa on*n PK \rtsm iPD^pa^n 
K IJnipa VK DMM^ V .IP0"P3'^P"B IVtV 
P^K .jpnoK pD >»»o jnpv DIKDC porna 
H IP3TBPaDKDC IPDnKT IP3Kfl ")."!«' ttf'D 
PD»30"np3 ^1 1K11 ,|P33l52KnPB PIP'3'Spl 
H i* ]irnf»Apa DTnp^ p-ip jy;"i nyoya n pc 
DTP'Hpa IP3KT1 JPD"P3^1P',B *i .lyoDnfi 
-paE^ iK ipa"r praiKBD psp'tripE pK ayo 9 
-DDPB pw'a^jn »iyn w -tpnKppa OI.VB 
-1^3 pK PS^ lTIK *1 IPOIP lyaj^ B IPD"P3^ 
IP3»pi ipD"3nK n ^an^apsna ra»a JIB npa 
IU) ipnpDc iv 03in « o«npa nia 
p'K ^n to»n npsBta .iw^DpvKne n ipnp;iv 
pK ipeaaynpa oy'saa'yaiv tlK^pc•^yD"3^K 
phW 0'3 IP PK ,Opnpoy3 D.TK Dip \V2 
•P3 IV HKfTC DPI PK .1P3P5 J'D'O nP3'! 
Di-.opa Dvn ip ^^ii ,D3*^ jpiipa i'K IPPIPC 
-"^P P3lp3 D1BD P0*MP3 K V' W* WW" 
•ya »n PB p^p'B |pa'»i DVI IPD'IK iirt npi 
.D^paopDPpa )pv 
-31H P3">3 JPOP^K *>>K IP3P3 IV 
OP! D3»l5>iP D"31PT 013"np'^  D^ KIl ,p2 
•K'DT^P H PK 5^ nD3K 1P0HP3 IV 1^8^ PL'• 
K IPllPa D t^fll DKT .IPD"P3'5DDPE lp; 
npaBCiKBD H nKB aany^aiy ps^ppnr 
V V1* P* 1P3T3 PK B'-^PIB i"IPD0'1E 
« 
r 
"»Ppi8n B3pmK3 D*l*# i jn 32 
itfiiyj PR 3VHP .TPD"3*IR D»3 n »M 5pm 
W •M'SnapC' R D"3TR p.R IKT jtfiny JK 
jrtiMV R \S\1Vi PR W*PP R "3 JtftfTI JPDP3 
DUcrm ifo DRH IRBTPT .IKO^PTR IR IRE 
pB TVD"riN*«iR*Ptf ojn IP^IBPS TPJPTD 
^#-_- ||f>vtt R IRE jyaRo orpR IIR "TPER^PP 
-nys iv D.TR -tyxwv \vnsi oy PR Deny JKT 
-pa ytyn ]yu ,»*» Tin ^KO apnp pR jys 
-lya otfa nyn D'D jynRn lycKTPS1 yo-nE 
-am vwi 1KB DMoypw IIR Brows 
:D'iR y^ R "i tJDiiyj tfitivw n jyasn ,OTPf 
,nny pn> pM DO iph<i «i IR HD .[PTTRDIV 
-r>Rnya *n \yyv tf»n D'jyBRtop H Tin IR 
/ i .inRiiy; ;yE 
•jsn Tys^yii DVTTDWD iypnRBD*n TyT 
pR jyayn cyn pR jponpa ^"nojR p»5« 
pK 3P»TP iy:R,:y:RBR*'ys lynnij* a*V3Riiv 
'•ne» R IK; D*a ,cyo3R3Rya oia DP^R Dsn 
SRT PR .ap'ip TPT p.D y;yvo PTPOEKITTPT 
-K^ »B PB tM'oycrya PR D^HPVTPT TP DRII 
ni ,DPT i«3 .op5pDRDDnK pR TIRDI? B ,RQ 
- r u R D's iinRiiy; uansyya PR apnp TPI 
lappia "Wx ivj^p. .iPS'ia n TRB ayn IPO 
Da*cunpB jyaRn yaftm .iPDRT^Ko-Tyo a^-iR 
in ivavn pR ISPD»3K5B» I'OMK IPTHB' 
iPTRiipa iiraia;a.,ijn>ya O5K osys^vyaD'iR 
DK.T iya DRII ,DRT jyWya iv ^R3>3»TD DIV 
pR pyiiR |ys»n "l TKBPS IPSRTBCTPD »n 
iV"? 03ppip3R can tasiants i m .apnp 
utjn PR njR^yDRB I'TRB ooayn yens 
•n&pa l y r pR sawnoya Ty*n ota'Dpya 
K »i TRB jyaso iv ]yDM?rya DRH iy J313 
.^ yBoyD px finnna ivwiti «j pR D"v5n«o 
ISPPTO "uv yivn PB Tjna'p PR IPMID 1 
-an pR D-Riiy3 33R^  "t H*IR lyaan lirtfyn 
->n«o TPT -.DiRinpT D^3-5RO3»P q»i lya 
JIB o-iycyo V3^«B|^r!i — jiwya i'R D»»V 
ipn ,DI3 PW3 o$mi n»V3 oy'oisiip^ 
-RO »*w ;yoi3y33'nR o»3 j^'i PR b^Rii iy 
;ya«n CRM .RDR^B JIB jyosyoy^y y^Ri 
•^V3RD1RBD 'T .P3R^ B-^ PBK^ PB' »1 OTVTJWR 
you ynp*M c o D2ROP3 oa-pnya ^n ivayn 
,"P^RD ]yv3R3i 1'nRB yvyiys DO"na**53 pR 
t*K ,DR5P lyo'OiR nyn ,iyBR5pc n iyaK 
.-. 
-R 13 ¥ P R * "»yiR o » D y > T y • H jyp 
.nintf D D ^ f ' n H IRD TP DBH ,Tp3 • 
«NM ^»P " i i 1P"P3 !P3"i pa^p» ,ipiD»aiR 
t3B'imp3'R .iyap3p3 D'31R3 >1RV PR ^P'B 
•DRBW ">yD"WDP33"R |»»| D>Q tji| -y; tjgn 
iyn D?R ivpupa ^PD»3^R H IP3P3 "PPD 
DSn TIP H DR11 ,1pDD3SO 1PDD3^ PP">B' 
D8,T PPDDRB PIPH .JP3RnDP3 S^DR TI *plK 
JPDM13 DPT I^?MOR5B tS^ PPPIpD TK3MT 
PR D3M>3P3 DKH 1P3>PH ,»)R»R^ B IPB"3n3 
-»V 1RDR1R lpDMia TyT l^ 'BR ."TyER^pC 
jyiyi y3"i pR DRH iy3^yii ,a»n JIB «rum 
DPT IV3V3 331t)3BiyB p'l IPI'IWD'HH DBR 
3'nyo D'j D»W pmpa VH ,DR?P TPD"3IR 
-IPDRHti PORima^PIR IV 
"ppocifi,, n m .iPDyruro o'3 w iyo 
R DPR I'DUW'S pB DTH*By33"R |yiiy3 PR 
lynw v» oy pynv oyoy» ,n3R* JIB wm 
\y\\ .Tyo"3TR y)'i5i(sout lyoaK r^wDMR 
DTnyonyB v* WWa TPQ,,3TK*IPBR^PI!' H 
.npE^Dc p^o*3R in "3 IP1RHP3 i w n pR 
pR jmVtfW IP18HP3 npcnpn pnp'n iP3"i 
IP3RM 1VTPT .IP3R11C1V3R "t D31IP3 |P3Rn 
Q31tyaD'1R DR.T IPO .PPDDRB H OV13P3 "T 
Dpi ptf D"? ya3P P3*DBPTP 5n«v yoms R 
Pa^ V'Bf PB1RC D'D DSPER y^a «i ,5yiR 
TPOJ'n lyo^Rnpa ^n Dpnnu »1 PR DIPDPO 
-R!1V IPO DBn IR*I .1P3"DI? "IP1R iP9n3' 
•P3 pR TPO'*3TR njno poma R iPDi3pa IPD 
|"P IP3RH D'3 H*t "3 IP^ R? "I IR ,IPnpi 
jpo"3TR ipapnoys Dtrrato 'n pR invwyj 
jyasn onpopo PDBIRCP3 n IRII .IPDTMT 
-P3 lyDTRi jyj'n »n |pn .oiRiiys »i inR 
TJ33R ?,n •JBa-otfs ps^pjnc* p OKH IPDIP 
p*p IR ,D'ORT DJHipya m D&n pR ;ya3RB 
i y e " 3 1 R y3^P»^331R n pD npa*X3"K P'R 
nyo ya3P n IRB .jysy^ jpay^apa DO PR 
rprya 'Dir>w5 ! DiRBt jynya oy PR nyi 
R 1KB yp'DD*30\Hy3yO D3RDP3 DRH 
lyBK P^E' IVD"31R pB nunn PIPH .DS^BB 
.DPP't3DR30n H PB y3"R \V\1Vi 1'IR I'R 
-D1RBD jy»y3 PR DRT 
lyDRT^ HD PR ^33RO lviiys PR oy ipn . 
TPDV3T-K DPT pB 1PP3PO IPD13P3 lyo DRH 
IIIR 5RD lyna pmys |p3"t ytyn IPT ,DR^P 
• 
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-3p ipnpt p* utfroc 
.P»nt3D cm |vsn 
o*"i « t f o * n « n DKII 3»(o jpaSpt 
i p *3 o*n .BTB^B nai»: p* »3>CP»«w 
-ViWDMIK JPOOPSt'a TPO"JV n pB JID"= 
t "TP31K "I IW^t? p« Pirvn ypYKttfP O'D 
-3"P o ^ n oy ,D3ij5p inp"*, D'o vJonna 
&m B'J DB'^ p*P B'fiVlB^B I'K 5BD 
•DC0P3 
•1BPJ0WDP Dip 0B3I*D tyiy-T 33BB3B 
. ! K . ^ n in mien i n js»n ^ ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
 w , ^ 
Q*Mnpii« D"3-*p3 DP'-IBDPPB y$B pB [pc 
'B .pHK D3B3 TJH |'K DPBS? P3 
H M J B W *mo * t'« J* ,D3B; 
Iponp: ipiK jpaps tip -SKO iyv3x: 
p« m d p ,T»MD ~tini} voar 
THE J3'Dl5n'P3 D'J -up npww 
y?3 TBE n» ">B: D^ ni*YP3 D*WP IPs o$-
(PS Dip D"S PP$D pM -0"Y w ? 
-"SIB-P^DC -i fm oap^pas* ,W»rwTP3 
•^ps^o jnmiA n« jyoipj"iK jycfips iyo 
-iy o*n IPs 3MK j w m * IPOKD f*t cam 
DEprpa -yc"3i»ny3«» n WH ry; 
P33BO ]*i*o ins pK IPO Dip 
)P3P3jnc-* o n p o m a 
"ipT.* T*fi 1in« ,D»3-* ip-I 1KB 
"3** "1 OPDip P33BO IP3P>C ,0"D 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ !P>n$¥ pit ipnprnpE 
D3p^ c DP .;yoipyj ?*K » I OUT. iiD-un 5"nD 
-ipD-3-jt «*K DPO*3 t« ,itrvD»tB D « iny? 
Dit. tm lP3"?npc c:ypp: D*J TT ;y3*r. 
D9 « i"i cm Mhjw D»?E 
i;o'i» V « iP3»n ipsmPD;^ n 
a P-IKD*;KC n rp3"! ipBpr ID K p« m 
Dfl' PDD31P [1M PDD3*V1CC n IP11P3 IP3313 
•«• PW*I IPDPMB P3'ilp *T .IP2P3 Up JPT 
IT3"ll5'C:PB Bpl IS IP-1»HP3 IP3«P31p; 
.D^av n jiK popns i m 
p«Op n tB ,DnnP^pip j*rvtf*$nn n 
T3p pic jprrpcr y*D*jnu$»D I'** DTPP»-SDD 
;K pi* ^ asBp pK iP3*jn anwnit PK pa'? 
H ;po3*Dyop3 ip:pr tv;jninvD pip»r 
-"K'CBDCK D'JPO Dy:t>3 y^B^K^'B noiKD 
;[Ktr*nD'31M 1Y lP33'n3 D^1P3 Dip \HV 
Dip iHDpprn np:«B,,D«p n«3"5 ljn t« 
n pK c m y yi«s |P33»n33pO»ms D^B«p3 
D^r.y3 D'J poijrt JP3BH 0TP*«t«3PpBW»0 
-Boon o'3yo ftjwa, Dnnw 1 t» ; \mvn 
-^ P3B
 fr3inPE3HP « iPBnPB D«n IK^^K'D 
IP"-lD 1Y jPiyil DyDS'lBIt ^«T yD'DBp 8 IB ' 
ipl .D3PD>PDPD IP3^npnB « I t IPU""0 
" t DP'PP3 "1P2B Dip ^D3WP IKDDKP 
tin "iP3« ,5'D31«P Dpyf»yD D1Y 33B5^ PC 
"P3 D'3 P3K1B 1PT D*0 Dip ^DJIBP Dpp?" 
D-aW P3B? H »fl niB pB »JH>W1 D^B" 
-.KB iriKCPa P*>VDin3 K 1P0»11 DK11 
aa'^np cnp3r»rp"Too n : D I K D P ipn 
Pn ivtpi^mivi P3P*w^ P3 D ' -J^P^YDIB iys 
»*i PK !Pnp3 pafcw.,nnMira T'DD".B I^DB 
D33B^pc ,ipap^ IP"T ]»K iy?yDK- .jyoss 
IP^ BI ,331^3«nPB « n W IP01P JP^Pll P3^P" 
PD DP^  pD nnj 
^ ^ • • • H 
-JH"? *1 IVDlp
 fVVl31» D1Y 3'DIRB D iy i l 
-KS D*i3jw DRU ny .«PIR Dy iycy pR lynya 
p« Win D3y*y3"iy2'R ivaijn y25yn ,w& 
.«i DKijya nyoDBo I» I 
.iwiya DRI DRH tiRiR^B -iyo*nj iyT 
/Syi MI »iw PR ,iio»3 n Dv-iior DRH iy 
D^S OiPpiyjB jyuyj cn'R "2 PR -iyD"2*iR 
A 
34 
DDRioya yojiriy^ya ynyoyatr n Dtp lyarjn 
DBT PR Dip >«fl ,<W yiR3iyi31Rll 8 D 8^ 
-onR PR .ynRyno DBDR^B PB ^'no^yayj 
.-!$$•>& R D'RDR^B jyuys JRI PR ^yoso 
•?RO oaywyo oyi is ,PR ynRyriD D 'RDR^ 
•onR ,^«t vrtwi 8 PR D^b:yp^'J,^3y^t;• 
Vh DR* .Dsnyiaya PR D2»tf;y3 DRTI ?»D»D 
-ya on'R Ty o tp .-IIDRS nyn no D3ysy*y [8 - Tin ftiraipya D3ypya IM ive Dtp DtBcoyo 
,D3B'3P PR D W D S O y*y*o *i .oyDaMB ,tyaR* wty D^Q |yaipB pR iy33iD2R2Ry3 
nyD iy;y3»>R jyajm DVDD'ipy jyaijn ya5yii -IR lyonR iyi .33RB3B i n |W»J »? Jnn 
OVTOP URIR^B cyn pB iy3"i j W i ^ n D p»iy3 3313^ 0 pn. ?(R3 PR lya^yn . w a 
-nyo OVT in* is .jynytya aim Ty . i r w w p& IVDKP -un imiya ^tp P R ,i»Sp mm 
imiyj D5yn n D*«U / lyvvnipa ivoyoaR -y,D -^ 0 ? n namm .lyDPnipa -iyD»3-m 
-«T .nvn ytfni pR Mirtim po cv^yi^^i 8 
-IR y3"oyi PB ocip oy^B MI MTB
 fatfB on 
-RIB pR jytTlKD (ID 0»31K H PR MIR ,D"2 
ya»n n I*TVIUIM PR o w e m ,iyaRD jya 
-'DU3t)jDyn n .jytaaRTip^a D'3 oy TOD 
-3*MHIR D '^mnR'rt iyn to jyoip IV ^RT yj 
1 r» PR DRT .3313-HR yDDjny3 |JnJl»ClS 
CRtR '^B D'^ yDRDD^R PE V38^  
CRT .IlmtOBf ySRIB 1**1 ^ 1 1V2 18 ,D3y'T 
8 DRII ,33nya3ioDMR www fi lynys.i'R 
DRH ttfjin "wn VIK lyaRt y^8 po TyWHP 
.ntit^'B 8 lie jysipya 
"iyD lyiw nyu'^iR iyn PR / inn y*8 
PR D2Rns iy ,Tiy i n PB DOIP IV .uDsn 
18 ,D?iy am lys-^nys^R IBIK on «IMK 
iyaR jy^yn "t .lyTpD'anR D«3 |yBiRi 
-ip oyn IRPD lyn ;yn 'fbnwn myi38 IVtyi 
^yD'»3^R yDTP3R31R H 1R3 jy^Rl .|»D 
onyp"iDD n jwot? PR W5D i j "? ;»nc 
.J8PD n«r P= 
* .jyoyp^B is DDjn c»n 
oijmrDpyci3BD n iyo^niR y?»injn 
y?R viR ,"1P}RB n ,D-tyc?yn"3 m»«t PR 
;yBRtri*2R tPouiyB T> iyawn !"1 -&*fe 
-iyn -lybyp'E iv oiyp'noD n ps oayi DR-
BIB own ^DD^D P'^RB„ pB llfDpyin 
n IIR ,^V^RB i jn iv jyaysyiD'nR imiR 
ilPtfPOTin nymi| o n yjl*t3*3 ^»n "y^v B 
p ^ B yv'5RB H 18 ,*iy3R PR H R^ "\V1 
p J3irmj3w PB DPR iyny> PR sn^it? PR 
•11 r o a n |y5ni«n ^X^RB nyc^yiR^'E 
iDiyp'nDD n lysnoya "I .lypRtRP 
lynys D83«o lyovyf1 P R W B ^ R ^ B I'R 
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